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Tragic Loss in Palestine
Vittorio
bore his
burden to
the land
of pain
‘We are
freedom
!"#$%&'(
By Maryam Monalisa Gharavi
Actor-director Juliano Mer-Khamis was shot dead by a masked
gunman outside the Freedom Theatre that he co-founded in the
Israeli-occupied West Bank city of Jenin in 2006. Born in Nazareth
in 1958 to Saliba Khamis, a Palestinian Christian leader of the Israeli
Communist Party, and Arna Mer, an Israeli Jewish dramatist, Juliano
memorably described himself as “100 percent Palestinian, and 100
percent Jewish.”
continued on page 22 …
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By Mohammed Said Alnadi

V

ittorio, your memory will live on forever

As every Palestinian is, I am in shock at the human
capacity for atrocity. Until this moment, I still can’t
believe that Vik was murdered here, in Gaza, in the land he loved
the most, the land he heartily embraced.
I didn’t know Vik very well, but now we all do in our hearts,
thoughts and prayers. Since I’m friends with most of the
International Solidarity Movement activists, I used to see Vik
around. However, every time, I would be taken aback by his
humbleness and sense of humor.
Everyone who knew Vik said he was nothing but a compassionate
human rights defender, an individual who left everything behind—
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his first homeland Italy (I say “first” because Palestine was his
second country), his family, his friends, his luxurious life and came
to Gaza to support, help, and give to the people of Gaza. He came
to Gaza because he was of a clear conscience and a pure soul. He
refused to stand still and watch like so many others did. He could
have helped from afar, but he insisted to come, to see firsthand
all the crimes Israel was committing against the civilian population
of Gaza. He tirelessly documented Israeli violations against human
rights in Palestine, including the Gaza war. He accompanied every
fisherman, risking his own life so many times; he wiped away the
tears on the faces of every child; he always was there for the poor.
Vik passed and left his memories indelibly inscribed in our hearts.
He taught us how to love, care, defend and sacrifice for the sake
of others. He set the whole world an inspiring example of real
continued on page 22 …
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Community
Pharmacy
Care the Way
It Should Be

Our approach to the actual practice of pharmacy
is simple. Holistic. That’s it. We look at the whole
person, not individual disease states. We utilize
all tools available to us, including alternative
treatments and supplements. This is unique, as
most pharmacists have little knowledge on the
workings of botanicals and nutrition.

By Neal Smoller, Jr.

W

e have a vision for our t wo
community drug stores, Village
Apothecary in Saugerties and the
new Woodstock Apothecary in Woodstock.
Corporate big business seems to be taking over
our society these days. Sure, we save a buck or
two with the big guys, but at what cost? We lose
the character and personal relationships of small
business. Our goal is to rebuild. We want to prove
you don’t have to sacrifice service for price.
An apothecary is an old-fashioned word for both
the druggist and the drug store. It was an obvious,
albeit hard to spell, choice for our venture. We want
to separate ourselves from the sterile, big box
stores in any way we can. We started with the
delivery of our service …
When you step into one of these apothecaries, you
will notice a difference between us and the
corporate-owned drug stores almost immediately.
You’ll be greeted on arrival. Someone will ask to
assist you if you haven’t been helped already. We
thank you, every time, for your support.
We are part of the community. Study after study
shows that money spent at local businesses stays
local. We can attest to that. Besides the normal—
wages, expenses, and charitable contributions—
we eat many, many lunches and dinners in town.
We look to other small businesses first.
I often say that though we are retail stores, our
apothecaries are healthcare facilities. You’ll see

We’ve become the pharmacists who don’t want
patients to use drugs. Lifestyle modifications can
easily change the outcome for many diseases.
We’ve seen it firsthand. We’ll help you implement
these modifications without sacrificing your quality
of life. Let your food be your medicine and your
medicine be your food.

Woodstock Apothecary
medicine and medical devices (ok, some candy too).
Not toys, gifts, DVDs, or things unrelated to achieving
health. The stores have a new, clean, yet classic look.
The apothecary staff members are true healthcare
professionals dedicated to helping our patients.
We believe it’s the little things that matter most.
We give our patients a customized experience.
Mrs. Smith wants her water pill cut in half. Mr.
Thomas likes the oval yellow blood pressure pill.
Mrs. Miller needs bottles that are easy to open.
We strive to do it perfectly every time.
We have an internal motto, “Get it done.” When
problems arise, we fix them. No refills? We call
your doctor. Insurance problem? We’ll make the
call. Something we goofed on? We have an honor
code. No fibbing—just apologize and fix the
problem so it doesn’t happen twice.
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mortar store. Wal-mart wants you to buy everything
else, so they use pharmacy as a loss leader. I believe
this devaluation of pharmacy services has been
pivotal and we’ll look back years from now and
blame Wal-mart if things do not change.
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Why is it such a fight with the big guys? I can
speculate that it is the conflict between the lofty
“healthcare” goals that are marketed and the
bottom line. A big corporation’s true customers are
stockholders. Mine are my patients and their
families, whom I know, personally.
Small pharmacies like mine provide this elevated
care across the county, state, and country. Recently,
Consumer Reports highlighted America’s best drug
stores. About 50,000 people surveyed ranked
independently owned stores as number one. Number
2 and 3 are independently owned franchises. The
worst? Wal-mart and mail-order pharmacy. I never
understood that. If you have a question, do you talk
to your mailbox? The “savings” come at a huge cost.
Most find that mail order in fact doesn’t save them
much—especially if they forget to ship out your
drugs and you have to pay full price at a brick and

Woodstock International is a
voice for upholding freedom and
democracy through the written
word. Communication and critical
thinking are key components to
knowledge and understanding.
Critical thinking requires access
to information.
Corporate-owned newspapers
ignore important news items …
and much of the news is reported
from a capitalist-oriented point of
view. An alternative news source,
Woodstock International intends
to give greater coverage of news
that reflects the reality
of our times.
woodstockinternational.us

A major obstacle in efficiently using supplements,
herbs, and vitamins is the natural health industry. It
is poorly regulated. A bottle of vitamin D can differ
wildly between manufacturers. Upon independent
testing, multiple products from a company’s whole
line fail for heavy metal contamination, not having the
labeled amount of vitamin A (for example), or not
having anything in them at all.
To overcome this obstacle, we act as the “supplement
police.” We have a due diligence process that we
apply to all companies we do business with. What
is their quality assurance program? Do they
quarantine raw materials when they arrive? How
often do they test their supplements? What do they
do when there is a problem? Through this process,
we can deliver a pure and potent product consistently.
Plus, we have options—extremely low price, vegan,
vegetarian, excipient free, whole food, and more.
A pharmacy is the most—excuse the pun—natural
place to get supplement advice. Pharmacists who
are trained in herbs and nutrition can note
supplement interactions—with other supplements
and with prescription treatments. Understanding
the science behind alternative therapies allows
pharmacists to help patients to make a truly
informed decision. Our recommendations are
based on all available data—good and bad.
We match old-fashioned care with modern
technology, adding a holistic approach with a
thorough understanding of true quality alternative
medicines. Sprinkle in advanced clinical services
such as vaccinations, medication take-back
programs, and custom-compounded medications
for humans and pets. That’s the apothecary. That’s
independent pharmacy. That’s how pharmacy
should be practiced.
Neal Smoller, Jr., is the owner of the Village
Apothecary, 31 Market Street, Saugerties,
NY, (845) 247-0010 , rph@saugertiesrx.com,
and of the Woodstock Apothecary, 79
Tinker Street, Woodstock, NY, (845) 6790790, rph@mywoodstockrx.com.
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By Chris Hedges

W

e stand today before the gates of
one of our temples of finance. It is
a temple where greed and profit are
the highest good, where self-worth is determined
by the ability to amass wealth and power at the
expense of others; where laws are manipulated,
rewritten, and broken; where the endless treadmill
of consumption defines human progress; where
fraud and crimes are the tools of business.
The two most destructive forces of human nature—
greed and envy—drive the financiers, the bankers,
the corporate mandarins, and the leaders of our two
major political parties, all of whom profit from this
system. They place themselves at the center of
creation. They disdain or ignore the cries of those
below them. They take from us our rights, our dignity
and thwart our capacity for resistance. They seek
to make us prisoners in our own land. They view
human beings and the natural world as mere
commodities to exploit until exhaustion or collapse.
Human suffering, wars, climate change, poverty, it
is all the price of business. Nothing is sacred. The
Lord of Profit is the Lord of Death.
The pharisees of high finance who can see us this
morning from their cubicles and corner officers mock
virtue. Life for them is solely about self-gain. The
suffering of the poor is not their concern. The 6 million
families thrown out of their homes are not their
concern. The tens of millions of pensioners whose
retirement savings were wiped out because of the
fraud and dishonesty of Wall Street are not their
concern. The failure to halt carbon emissions is not
their concern. Justice is not their concern. Truth is not
their concern. A hungry child is not their concern.
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Fyodor Dostoyevsky in Crime and Punishment
understood the radical evil behind the human
yearning not to be ordinary but to be extraordinary,
the desire that allows men and women to serve
systems of self-glorification and naked greed.

Chris Hedges speaks at Union Square
April 15.

Throw Out the
Money Changers
Photo by Ellen Davidson

Following are remarks made by Chris Hedges during
a protest outside a branch of the Bank of America
in New York City’s Union Square on April 15..

Protesters pour out of Union Square April 15 to picket a nearby Bank of America
Raskolnikov in the novel believes—like those in
this temple—that humankind can be divided into
two groups. The first is composed of ordinary
people. These ordinary people are meek and
submissive. They do little more than reproduce
other human beings in their own likeness, grow old
and die. And Raskolnikov is dismissive of these
lesser forms of human life.

cancer into an epidemic in the coal fields of West
Virginia where families breathe polluted air, drink
poisoned water and watch the Appalachian Mountains
blasted into a desolate wasteland while coal
companies make billions. And after looting the U.S.
treasury these corporations demand, in the name of
austerity, that we abolish food programs for children,
heating assistance and medical care for our elderly,

The sparkle of wealth glitters before them,
spurring them faster and faster on the treadmill
toward destruction.
The second group, he believes, is extraordinary. These
are, according to Raskolnikov, the Napoleons of the
world, those who flout law and custom, those who
shred conventions and traditions to create a finer,
more glorious future. Raskolnikov argues that,
although we live in the world, we can free ourselves
from the consequences of living with others,
consequences that will not always be in our favor.
The Raskolnikovs of the world place unbridled and
total faith in the human intellect. They disdain the
attributes of compassion, empathy, beauty, justice
and truth. And this demented vision of human
existence leads Raskolnikov to murder a pawnbroker
and steal her money.
The priests in these corporate temples, in the name
of profit, kill with even more ruthlessness, finesse and
cunning than Raskolnikov. Corporations let 50,000
people die last year because they could not pay them
for proper medical care. They have killed hundreds of
thousands of Iraqis and Afghanis, Palestinians and
Pakistanis, and gleefully watched as the stock price
of weapons contractors quadrupled. They have turned

and good public education. They demand that we
tolerate a permanent underclass that will leave one
in six workers without jobs, that condemns tens of
millions of Americans to poverty and tosses our
mentally ill onto heating grates. Those without power,
those whom these corporations deem to be ordinary,
are cast aside like human refuse. It is what the god
of the market demands.
When Dante enters the “city of woes” in the Inferno,
he hears the cries of “those whose lives earned
neither honor nor bad fame,” those rejected by Heaven
and Hell, those who dedicated their lives solely to the
pursuit of happiness. These are all the “good” people,
the ones who never made a fuss, who filled their lives
with vain and empty pursuits, harmless perhaps, to
amuse themselves, who never took a stand for
anything, never risked anything, who went along. They
never looked hard at their lives, never felt the need,
never wanted to look.
Those who chase the glittering rainbows of the
consumer society, who buy into the perverted
ideology of consumer culture, become, as Dante knew,
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moral cowards. They are indoctrinated by our
corporate systems of information and remain passive
as our legislative, executive, and judicial branches of
government—tools of the corporate state—strip us
of the capacity to resist. Democrat or Republican.
Liberal or conservative. It makes no difference. Barack
Obama serves corporate interests as assiduously as
did George W. Bush. And to place our faith in any party
or established institution as a mechanism for reform
is to be entranced by the celluloid shadows on the
wall of Plato’s cave.
We must defy the cant of consumer culture and
recover the primacy in our lives of mercy and justice.
And this requires courage, not just physical courage
but the harder moral courage of listening to our
conscience. If we are to save our country, and our
planet, we must turn from exalting the self to
subsuming of the self for our neighbor. Self-sacrifice
defies the sickness of corporate ideology. Selfsacrifice mocks opportunities for advancement,
money and power. Self-sacrifice smashes the idols of
greed and envy. Self-sacrifice demands that we rise
up against the abuse, injury, and injustice forced upon
us by the mandarins of corporate power. There is a
profound truth in the biblical admonition “He who
loves his life will lose it.”
Life is not only about us. We can never have justice
until our neighbor has justice. And we can never
recover our freedom until we are willing to sacrifice
our comfort for open rebellion. The president has
failed us. The Congress has failed us. The courts have
failed us. The press has failed us. The universities
have failed us. Our process of electoral democracy
has failed us. There are no structures or institutions
left that have not been contaminated or destroyed
by corporations. And this means it is up to us. Civil
disobedience, which will entail hardship and suffering,
which will be long and difficult, which at its core
means self-sacrifice, is the only mechanism left.
The bankers and hedge fund managers, the
corporate and governmental elites, are the modern
version of the misguided Israelites who prostrated
themselves before the golden calf. The sparkle of
wealth glitters before them, spurring them faster
and faster on the treadmill toward destruction. And
they seek to make us worship at their altar. As long
as greed inspires us, greed keeps us complicit and
silent. But once we defy the religion of unfettered
capitalism, once we demand that a society serve
the needs of citizens and the ecosystem that
sustains life, rather than the needs of the
marketplace, once we learn to speak with a new
humility and live with a new simplicity, once we love
our neighbor as ourselves, we break our chains and
make hope visible.
Originally prublished on truthdig.com.
Chris Hedges writes a regular column for
Truthdig.com. He was for nearly two
decades a foreign correspondent for The
New York Times. His most recent book is
The World as It Is: Dispatches on the Myth
of Human Progress..
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SPORTS, BIN
LADEN, AND
THE NEW
NORMAL
By Dave Zirin

H

oward Cosell said that “rule number one of the sports
jockocracy” was that sports and politics didn’t mix. And
yet last night, at the ballpark in Philadelphia, we received
another reminder that some political expression is deemed not just
acceptable but glorious.
When news of the killing of Osama bin Laden reached the Philadelphia
Phillies fans, amidst their 14-inning loss to the New York Mets,
boisterous chants of “U-S-A“ filled the park. This was praised across
the sports landscape as a remarkable, yet altogether appropriate
moment of national joy. “It was beautiful,” said one radio
commentator. “It reminded all of us what is so wonderful about sports
in our society.”
The eruption of patriotic emotion at the park should surprise no one.
Since 9/11, the sports arena has been an organizer of patriotism, a
recruiter for the U.S. armed forces, and at times a funhouse mirror,
reflecting the principles of freedom in a manner so misshapen and
distorted as to rise to the level of farce.
As the Phillies faithful cheered, I thought about the NFL postponing
games following 9/11, but only after a players revolt led by Vinny
Testaverde made clear to Paul Tagliabue that no one was in a condition
to play a game. I thought about the spread of “Military Appreciation
Nights” at the stadium and the increased prevalence of jet flyovers
and troops processions in the field. I thought about the military
recruitment stations organized outside preseason NFL games.
I thought about Major League Baseball adding the second national
anthem, “God Bless America” to the seventh inning stretch. I thought
about the late Yankee owner George Steinbrenner having chains put

up along the side of the bleachers and hiring off-duty police to make
sure no one did anything but pay fealty to the flag. I thought about
a young man named Bradley Campeau-Laurion who was led from
the park in handcuffs because he left his seat to use the bathroom
during this celebration of freedom. I thought about ESPN’s week of
SportsCenter from Iraq in September of 2004, which allowed the
network to do what George W. Bush couldn’t: connect Iraq to 9/11.
I also thought about the athletic dissenters. I thought about thenToronto Blue Jay Carlos Delgado, who refused to come out for the
second seventh inning stretch anthem, saying, “I don’t (stand)
because I don’t believe it’s right, I don’t believe in the war. It’s a very
terrible thing that happened on September 11. It’s (also) a terrible
thing that happened in Afghanistan and Iraq. I just feel so sad for the
families that lost relatives sand loved ones in the war. But I think it’s
the stupidest war ever.”

Since 9/11, the sports arena
has been an organizer of
patriotism, a recruiter for
the U.S. armed forces, and
at times a funhouse mirror,
reflecting the principles of
freedom in a manner so
misshapen and distorted as to
rise to the level of farce.
I thought about then-Washington Wizards forward Etan Thomas
electrifying a mass antiwar rally in Washington, D.C., in September
2005. I thought about Steve Nash wearing a t-shirt at the start of
the Iraq invasion that read “No war. Shoot for peace.” I thought about
NASCAR’s Dale Earnhardt, Jr., imploring people to see Fahrenheit
9/11. I thought about the fiercely brave Manhattanville women’s
basketball captain Toni Smith turning her back on the anthem and
igniting a firestorm with her courage. I thought of Adalius Thomas,
Josh Howard, Nick Van Exel, and all athletes who used their platform

Pat Tillman
and spoke out.
But more than anyone, I thought about Pat Tillman. I found myself
wondering [if] the 19-year-olds who were turning Ground Zero and
the White House into a frat party that night even knew who Pat
Tillman was. And if they were aware that a man named Pat Tillman
once walked among us, which Tillman did they know? Did they know
the Tillman the NFL wants us to remember? That Tillman was a star
safety who turned down a multi-million-dollar contract after 9/11 to
join the Army Rangers, only to die in combat 22 months after enlisting.
In the immediate aftermath of his death Tillman became a caricature,
used to promote and encourage war.
But the Pat Tillman his family has fought to be known is the actual,
thinking, opinionated human being. This Pat Tillman believed that
9/11 had been manipulated to justify an illegal invasion and
occupation of Iraq. As journalist Jon Krakauer said, “He thought the
war was illegal. He thought it was a mistake. He thought it was
going to be a disaster. And in the Army, you’re not supposed to talk
about that. You’re not supposed to talk politics. And Pat didn’t shut
up. He told everyone he encountered, ‘This war is illegal as hell.’”
He started reading the antiwar theorist Noam Chomsky and sent
word that he wanted to meet Chomsky upon returning to the states.
This Pat Tillman died not at the hands of the Taliban but in an incident
of “friendly fire,” a fact hidden from his own family for weeks after
his nationally televised funeral. Pat’s family has spent years fighting
to get the true facts of his case known. I thought about Pat’s brave
mother Mary, and I was just so sad. We killed bin Laden and all it
took was three wars, a million deaths, a trillion dollars, and infinite
broken families and broken hearts.
Yes, sports has been co-opted, exploited, scarred, and turned inside
out by the aftermath of 9/11 and the hunt for Osama bin Laden. Some
have wondered if now that bin Laden is dead, life will “go back to
normal.” But as we saw in Philly last night, this is the new normal
and will continue to be so, until every last troop is home. Maybe then
we can enjoy sports as an escape from, rather than a promoter of,
this country’s culture of war.
Dave Zirin is the author of Bad Sports: How Owners Are
Ruining the Games We Love and just made the new
documentary Not Just a Game. Receive his column every
week by emailing dave@edgeofsports.com. Contact him
at edgeofsports@gmail.com.
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Nuclear Disaster and Obama’s
Disastrous Response
By Karl Grossman

P

resident Barack Obama’s support this week for the
construction of more nuclear power plants in the United
States, amid the ongoing nuclear power plant disaster in
Japan, must be considered—against stiff competition—as one of
the most wrong-headed and irrational positions ever taken by a U.S.
president.
As a candidate for president, Obama knew about the deadly dangers
of nuclear power. “I start off with the premise that nuclear energy
is not optimal and so I am not a nuclear energy proponent,” Obama
said at a campaign stop in Newton, Iowa, on December 30, 2007.
“My general view is that until we can make certain that nuclear
power plants are safe … I don’t think that’s the best option. I am
much more interested in solar and wind and bio-diesel and strategies
[for] alternative fuels.”

But what the nuclear industry and Obama are not admitting is the
fact that the overall nuclear “fuel cycle” mining, milling, fuel
fabrication, enrichment, and so on contributes substantially to global
warming. It is safe, clean, renewable energy technologies such as
solar and wind power that are carbon-free, don’t release greenhouse
gases, and don’t contribute to global warming.
And as the organization Beyond Nuclear emphasizes: “Nuclear power
is counterproductive to efforts to address climate change effectively
and in time. Funding diverted to new nuclear power plants deprives
real climate change solutions like solar, wind and geothermal energy
of essential resources.”
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water plants in Japan now spreading radioactivity in Japan and
around the world, or the Westinghouse pressurized water design, or
the design of Russian plants, etc., all nuclear plants generate
thousands of tons of lethal radioactive poisons as they boil water to
turn a turbine to generate electricity.
As Admiral Hyman Rickover, the “father” of the U.S. nuclear
navy and head of construction of the first U.S. nuclear plant,
Shippingport in Pennsylvania, said in an address before a
committee of Congress when he retired in 1982: “I’ll be
philosophical. Until about two billion years ago, it was
impossible to have any life on earth; that is, there was so
much radiation on earth you couldn’t have any life fish or
anything. Gradually, about two billion years ago, the amount
of radiation on this planet and probably in the entire system
reduced and made it possible for some form of life to begin.
… Now, when we go back to using nuclear power, we are

As he told the editorial board of the Keene Sentinel in New Hampshire
on November 25, 2007: “I don’t think there’s anything that we inevitably
dislike about nuclear power. We just dislike the fact that it might blow
up … and irradiate us … and kill us. That’s the problem.”

“I don’t think there’s anything
that we inevitably dislike about
nuclear power. We just dislike
the fact that it might blow up
… and irradiate us … and
kill us. That’s the problem.”
—Candidate Barack Obama
But as president, he hired a nuclear power proponent out of the national
nuclear laboratory system, Steven Chu, as his energy secretary. Chu,
who had been director of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
minimizes, indeed denies, the impacts of radioactivity, as do many of the
atomic physicists in the national laboratory system. Obama’s two top
White House aides, meanwhile, had been deeply involved with what is
now the utility operating more nuclear power plants than any other in
the U.S., Exelon. As an investment banker, Rahm Emanuel, his former
chief of staff, was central to the $8.2 billion corporate merger in 1999
that produced Exelon. David Axelrod, senior advisor and chief political
strategist, was an Exelon PR consultant. Candidate Obama received
sizeable contributions from Exelon executives including John Rowe, its
president and chief executive officer who, in 2007, also became chairman
of the Nuclear Energy Institute, the nuclear industry’s main trade
group. Forbes magazine, in a January 18, 2009, article about Rowe and
how he has “focused the company on nuclear,” displayed a sidebar titled
“The President’s Utility.” It read: “Ties are tight between Exelon and the
Obama administration,” noting Exelon political contributions and
Emanuel’s and Axelrod’s Exelon links.
So as president, Obama began talking about “safe, clean nuclear power”
and pushed for multi-billion-dollar taxpayer subsidies for the construction
of new nuclear plants. The disaster in Japan is not stopping that. In his
recent speech on energy, Obama also wheeled out a major nuclear lie
in its effort to “revive” nuclear power that it provides “electricity without
adding carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.”

Obama also spoke Wednesday, March 30, about how “I’ve requested a
comprehensive safety review by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
make sure that all of our existing nuclear energy facilities are safe” and
“We’ll incorporate those conclusions and lessons from Japan in designing
and building the next generation of [nuclear] plants.”
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is an unabashed promoter of
nuclear power, never having denied a license for a nuclear power
plant anywhere, anytime, in the United States. In recent times it has
been busy extending the operating lives of half of U.S. nuclear plants
to 60 years, although because radioactivity embrittles metals in
nuclear plants, they were never seen as operating for more than 40
years. But with no nuclear plant ordered and built in the U.S. since
1973, the commission has been seeking to keep the nuclear industry
going, somehow. The commission and the nuclear industry have
recently been seeking to extend the operating lives of the plants to
80 years. With this promotional stance, will the commission “make
sure all of our existing” nuclear plants are safe?
As to “new, improved” nuclear plants a “next generation” as Obama
called it, this is also a major theme of Dr. Chu, before and since the
nuclear disaster in Japan. The key issue here is radioactivity. And
thus, no matter what the design, all nuclear plants are deadly.
Whether they are the U.S.-manufactured General Electric boiling

creating something which nature tried to destroy to make life
possible … Every time you produce radiation, you produce
something that has life, in some cases for billions of years,
and I think there the human race is going to wreck itself, and
it’s far more important that we get control of this horrible
force and try to eliminate it. I do not believe that nuclear power
is worth it if it creates radiation.” Rickover declared that “we
outlaw nuclear reactors.”
But the nuclear agencies of government, led by Obama and the
nuclear industry, would instead promote nuclear power despite it
being both a gargantuan threat to life itself and, as an energy source,
wholly unnecessary.
Safe, clean, renewable energy technologies fully implemented can
provide all the power we need and energy that we can live with.
Karl Grossman, professor of journalism at the State
University of New York/College at Old Westbury, has long
specialized in doing investigative reporting on nuclear
technology. He is the author of Cover Up: What You Are
Not Supposed to Know About Nuclear Power. He is the host
of the nationally aired T V program, Enviro CloseUp (envirovideo.com).
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Public Schools Churning Out
Drones for the Corporate State
Unconscious civilizations become totalitarian wastelands
By Chris Hedges

A

nation that destroys its systems of
education, degrades its public
information, guts its public libraries and
turns its airwaves into vehicles for cheap, mindless
amusement becomes deaf, dumb, and blind. It
prizes test scores above critical thinking and
literacy. It celebrates rote vocational training and
the singular, amoral skill of making money. It churns
out stunted human products, lacking the capacity
and vocabulary to challenge the assumptions and
structures of the corporate state. It funnels them
into a caste system of drones and systems
managers. It transforms a democratic state into a
feudal system of corporate masters and serfs.

Teachers, their unions under attack, are becoming
as replaceable as minimum-wage employees at
Burger King. We spurn real teachers—those with
the capacity to inspire children to think, those who
help the young discover their gifts and potential—
and replace them with instructors who teach to
narrow, standardized tests. These instructors obey.
They teach children to obey. And that is the point.
The No Child Left Behind program, modeled on the
“Texas Miracle,” is a fraud. It worked no better
than our deregulated financial system. But when
you shut out debate, these dead ideas are selfperpetuating.

intelligence is prized by money managers and
corporations. They don’t want employees to ask
uncomfortable questions or examine existing
structures and assumptions. They want them to serve
the system. These tests produce men and women
who are just literate and numerate enough to perform
basic functions and service jobs. The tests elevate
those with the financial means to prepare for them.
They reward those who obey the rules, memorize the
formulas, and pay deference to authority. Rebels,
artists, independent thinkers, eccentrics, and
iconoclasts—those who march to the beat of their
own drum—are weeded out.

Passing bubble tests celebrates and rewards a
peculiar form of analytical intelligence. This kind of

“Imagine,” said a public school teacher in New York
City, who asked that I not use his name, “going to

work each day knowing a great deal of what you are
doing is fraudulent, knowing that in no way are you
preparing your students for life in an ever more brutal
world, knowing that if you don’t continue along your
scripted test prep course and indeed get better at it
you will be out of a job. Up until very recently, the
principal of a school was something like the conductor
of an orchestra: a person who had deep experience
and knowledge of the part and place of every member
and every instrument. In the past 10 years we’ve had
the emergence of both [Mayor] Mike Bloomberg’s
Leadership Academy and Eli Broad’s Superintendents
Academy, both created exclusively to produce instant
principals and superintendents who model themselves
after CEOs. How is this kind of thing even legal? How
are such “academies” accredited? What quality of
leader needs a “leadership academy”? What kind of
society would allow such people to run their children’s
schools? The high-stakes tests may be worthless as
pedagogy but they are a brilliant mechanism for
undermining the school systems, instilling fear and
creating a rationale for corporate takeover. There is
something grotesque about the fact the education
reform is being led not by educators but by financers
and speculators and billionaires.”
Teachers, under assault from every direction, are
fleeing the profession. Even before the “reform”
blitzkrieg we were losing half of all teachers within
five years after they started work—and these were
people who spent years in school and many
thousands of dollars to become teachers. How does
the country expect to retain dignified, trained
professionals under the hostility of current conditions?
I suspect that the hedge fund managers behind our
charter schools system—whose primary concern is
certainly not with education—are delighted to
replace real teachers with nonunionized, poorly
trained instructors. To truly teach is to instill the values
and knowledge that promote the common good and
protect a society from the folly of historical amnesia.
The utilitarian, corporate ideology embraced by the
system of standardized tests and leadership
academies has no time for the nuances and moral
ambiguities inherent in a liberal arts education.
Corporatism is about the cult of the self. It is about
personal enrichment and profit as the sole aim of
human existence. And those who do not conform are
pushed aside.
“It is extremely dispiriting to realize that you are in
effect lying to these kids by insinuating that this diet
of corporate reading programs and standardized tests
are preparing them for anything,” said this teacher,
who feared he would suffer reprisals from school
administrators if they knew he was speaking out. “It
is even more dispiriting to know that your livelihood
depends increasingly on maintaining this lie. You have
to ask yourself why are hedge fund managers
suddenly so interested in the education of the urban
poor? The main purpose of the testing craze is not to
grade the students but to grade the teacher.”
“I cannot say for certain—not with the certainty
of a Bill Gates or a Mike Bloomberg who pontificate
continued on page 13 …
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torture and threw offenders into dungeons, where they might stay
in chains until they died. It is no wonder the era is often called the
Dark Ages. Yet offsetting this nasty picture was the widespread
practice of addressing an array of offenses, sometimes even murder,
not through arbitrary judgment but as if they were disputes requiring
negotiations. In these cases, negotiators worried less about formal
law than restoring the peace by reconciling offenders with victims,
victims’ representatives, and anyone else who felt wronged.
Offenders were punished, but a key aim of the punishment was
rehabilitation. This might require that they pay reparations, undergo
penance, or perform a public ritual of humiliation. Such penalties
were designed to repair the broken social bonds and ease the
offenders’ reintegration into their communities.
By contrast, criminal justice in the 21st-century United States gives
rehabilitation short shrift. Many inmates suffer from mental illness
and addictions, yet treatment programs for them are underfunded.
So, too, is education, yet education may be the single most effective
means to rehabilitate offenders.

How to Waste Money and Lives:
The American Prison System
By Celia Chazelle

I

n 1970, fewer than 200,000 Americans were incarcerated. Today,
with some 2.3 million in prison or jail, the United States has more
people and a higher percentage of its population locked up than
any other country. Adding those on probation and parole, more than
seven million are under penal supervision. Although much of the growth
stems from tougher drug laws, increased sentencing for most offenses
has played a large role, too. According to criminologist Todd Clear, prison
sentences in the United States today average almost twice as long as
30 years ago. American prisoners now endure sentences twice those
of the English, four times those of the Dutch, and five to ten times those
of the French for the same crimes.
Our penal system affects more middle-class white Americans than
we might realize, yet the impact on them is tiny compared with that
on minorities—especially young black men from impoverished urban
neighborhoods. Over 90 percent of inmates are male, and while 12
percent of the U.S. population is African-American, over 40 percent
of prisoners with sentences longer than one year are black. The toll
on black families has been incalculable. From the end of slavery until
1970, most black children lived in a two-parent household; now, the
majority are cared for only by women. While not the only factor at
play, the numbers of black men behind bars have left an entire cohort
of girlfriends, wives, and female relatives to raise their kids alone.
In minority urban ghettos, where the effects are concentrated, so
many men are incarcerated that children think of this as a normal
part of adult male life. Many barely know imprisoned fathers. With
most prisoners sent off more than 100 miles from home, family visits
can be next to impossible. An added irony is that the prisons support
the economies of distant, mainly rural and white locales, while the
inner cities bearing the brunt of crime remain impoverished.
The costs of our incarceration binge fly in the face of economic sense.
From 1982 to 2006, the amount spent on corrections rose by 660

percent. The 2009 bill for jails and prisons was over $60 billion; New
Jersey, where I live, spent about $39,000 on each state prisoner in
2009, far more than the cost of tuition at a state college. Some states
have cut corrections budgets in response to the economic crisis, but
others have increased them, as has the federal government. Our
enthusiasm for locking up people raises important moral questions
about ourselves. Dostoyevsky was right on the mark when he
wrote, “The degree of civilization in a society can be judged by
entering its prisons.” But even if we focus only on dollars and cents,
we must consider the lost opportunities to invest resources in schools,
free clinics, afterschool programs, transportation, and other public
goods. Politicians and the media have everyone in a frenzy about
deficits. Two obvious ways to balance government budgets are to
tax the rich and cut defense spending, but it would certainly help if
we reduced the populations behind prison walls. Some states have
made small moves in this direction, aided by recent declines in crime.
But politicians are generally fearful that if they advocate policies to
reduce prison populations, they will appear soft on crime.
Despite our harsh prison sentences, however, most released inmates
are rearrested within three years. Many get charged with parole
violations, but the majority with new crimes. If incarceration is
supposed to deter people from illegal behavior, it is not working for
ex-prisoners. One reason is that most return to the jobless inner cities
they came from, where criminal activity can seem the only way to
make a living. Another is how corrections budgets are allocated.
I tell students in my medieval history classes that for all our lip service
to rehabilitating offenders, it is striking how much less this goal
seems reflected in our penal policies than in those of European
communities in the early Middle Ages, from about 500 to 1100. This
is not to deny that early medieval justice could be brutal. Kings and
lords condemned countless enemies to execution and dependents
to be branded, blinded, or lose noses or ears. Judicial courts ordered

While not every prisoner needs substance abuse treatment, all could
benefit from education. Most prisons have education programs, but
they reach a fraction of their populations and average only 1 to 3
percent of state corrections budgets. The Center for Prison Outreach
and Education that I co-direct provides college programming in New
Jersey prisons thanks to federal grants and private benefactors;
most notably, we have generous support from Doris Buffett’s
Sunshine Lady Foundation. It has taken a lot of work to collect this
extra funding. Despite the reluctance of state governments to fund
prison education adequately, dollar for dollar, educating inmates is
a more effective tool of crime reduction than building new prisons.
Ex-prisoners face major barriers upon release; education increases
their ability to navigate the hurdles and makes them more employable.
One study estimates it lessens recidivism by 29 percent. Another
revealed a 44 percent drop in recidivism for inmates who earned
college degrees. Another suggests that $962 spent on academic
education for inmates saved $5,306 in future criminal justice costs.
Along the way, educational programs also reduce violence inside
prisons, improving security for both inmates and staff.

AfricanAmerican men
who do not finish high
school have almost
60 percent chance of
doing time by age 40.
African-American men who do not finish high school have almost 60
per cent chance of doing time by age 40. For those with high school
diplomas, the rate plummets to 18 percent, and for those with some
college education the chances are less than 5 percent. If we genuinely
want to enhance public safety, help poor minority families, and have
more money to spend on public services for everyone, a truly costeffective strategy would be to put substantial energy and resources
into prisoner education.
Originally puublished on MichaelMoore.com.
Celia Chazelle is chair of the History Department at the
College of New Jersey, a co-founder and co-director of its
Center for Prison Outreach and Education, and co-editor
of a forthcoming book, Why the Middle Ages Matter:
Medieval Light on Modern Injustice.
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By Nicholas Kramer
Dear American antiwar community:

I

am a former congressional aide.
I worked for a U.S. senator from
2006 to 2008. During that time,
as an employee of the legislative branch
of the U.S. empire, I directly contributed
to the oppression, torture, and murder
of people I never met. While I can never
atone for the past and present horrors
committed in my name, I believe that
we have the power to stop the empire
here and now; moreover, we have the
duty to exercise that power. As our
troops invade and occupy foreign
lands—contrary to our true national
security interests, economic wellbeing,
and morality—I see no other option but
for the American antiwar community to
invade and occupy the U.S. Congress.
During my time in Washington, D.C., I
observed the effects of several antiwar
protests. The largest of these protests
were the typical Iraq war “anniversary”
marches held around March 19 every
year. I attended one of these marches,
which was held on a Saturday. The
march began at the National Mall with
a variety of speakers espousing antiwar
messages, after which the protesters
peaceably made their way through the
pre-approved parade route around the
Capitol building and White House.
Although I had a good time, as an
antiwar activist I could not help but
thinking that all we accomplished that
day was to gather a bunch of people
who already agreed with each other and
talk about how much we all agreed. This
may be great for morale and networking,
but it does nothing to stop war.
As a congressional aide, however,
observing the tens of thousands of people
who had traveled across the country to
protest in Washington, I had another
thought: if a sizable percentage of the
“American people” really cared enough
about ending the wars or the entire U.S.
empire, it would happen. As much as the
entire system is broken and corrupted by
money and special interests, a republic at
its heart still requires the consent of the
governed to function.

No matter how many protesters come
to Washington, if you march on a
weekend and don’t cause any trouble,
no one in power will care and nothing
will change. If I hadn’t attended the
protest that day, I wouldn’t have had any
idea that it had even taken place. Official
Washington effectively shuts down over
the weekend as legislators return to
their home districts to raise money while
staffers from all branches of government
spend time with their families. If you
want to be noticed, you need to make
serious disruptions in the normal flow
of the rulers’ lives, and you need to do
it while senators, representatives, and
their staffs are busy performing the
work of empire. These disruptions must
be targeted directly at those who have
the constitutional authority to end the
wars and, ultimately, the empire. As we
approach yet another anniversary of the

Photo by Ellen Davidson

OCCUPY
WASHINGTON TO
END THE WARS

More than one hundred veterans and supporters were arrested protesting the war Dec. 16; we must do more
same views now as I did when I worked
in Congress, but because the constituents
from my senator’s state were not
demanding an end to the wars, I did not
have the backup (or the backbone) to
advocate my true views. Give these people
the cover (and the push) they need, and
they will support you. I personally

constituents on war; these tended to be
split fairly evenly between prowar and
antiwar views and were generally from
the same people every week (the
“regulars,” as we knew them). This did not
provide my senator with any reason to
believe he should work to end the wars.
Now, imagine how that opinion might

I personally witnessed the fear with which my senator’s chief
of staff reacted to a group of five antiwar activists visiting our
office; imagine if those five had been followed by 500 more, and
if that pattern held in every office in the Congress. Now, imagine
each congressmember’s own staffers joining the protesters as
history begins to change.
start of the U.S. war in Iraq, please
consider the following thoughts and
advice from a former collaborator within
the legislative branch on how you can
make your protests more effective, and
why it is time to engage in civil
disobedience on a massive scale.
Many of the government staffers and
perhaps even some elected
representatives already agree with you,
at least in premise. Believe it or not, most
of these staffers started out their careers
as idealists hoping to change things for the
better, and many of them came to
Washington with a specific interest in
foreign policy. Because of the nearuniversal appeal of the antiwar message
(I challenge anyone to read Ivan Eland’s
brilliant The Empire Has No Clothes and
still support war afterward), all that these
staffers are lacking is a bit of education
and a strong incentive to act. I hold the

witnessed the fear with which my
senator’s chief of staff reacted to a group
of five antiwar activists visiting our office;
imagine if those five had been followed by
500 more, and if that pattern held in every
office in the Congress. Now imagine each
congressmember’s own staffers joining
the protesters as history begins to change.
In the face of the moral support provided
by your numbers and dedication, I promise
you that many congressional staffers will
remember their ideals and convictions and
yearn to live up to them.
If you give your elected representatives
no other choice but to listen to you, they
will. If a politician, no matter how corrupt,
believes that his or her support for war will
prevent his or her reelection, he or she will
act and vote accordingly. It is as simple as
that. When I worked in Congress, my
senator generally received fewer than 10
letters and calls per week from

change if our office had been flooded with
thousands of antiwar calls on anything
resembling a regular basis. Now, consider
what would happen if those thousands of
calls were not calls, but people—more
specifically, voting members of the elected
representative’s constituency. Finally,
envision those people refusing to leave
until the wars are over.
Ending the wars and dismantling the
empire will require real sacrifices. In
December 2010, 131 veterans and other
activists chose to be arrested in a symbolic
act of protest in front of the White House.
That is not nearly enough. Are there not
1,000 people in America who are willing
to risk something as minor as arrest to stop
the murder of people around the world in
our names? Are there not 10,000
Americans who care enough for the
security of our great nation to endure a
few hours in jail? If hundreds of thousands

of Egyptians and Tunisians and Libyans
can face down tanks and machine-gun fire,
surely there are more than a handful of
Americans who have the courage and
dedication to do more than march in
compliance with government permits. I
submit to you that the U.S. Capitol and its
House and Senate office buildings have a
relatively limited number of entrances and
exits, and most of these are accessible to
the public—in fact, there is nothing to
prevent as many people as wish to from
peacefully entering these buildings. If you
thousands upon thousands of antiwar
activists are going to visit Washington in
any case, why not plan a visit to the
workplaces of your elected representatives
as well—all at once? It took the people of
Egypt 18 days to begin a process of drastic
change against what seemed to be
insurmountable odds. How long do you
think it would take us if only we acted as
bravely?
It is not enough to march on the weekend
along pre-approved parade routes. It is
not enough to write a letter to your
elected representative every week if
you are the only one doing it. It is not
enough to sit down in front of the White
House to be arrested. Given that the
wars still go on, none of what we have
done to this point is enough. We must
do more. It is time to remind our
representatives exactly who it is that
they represent and how we feel about
what is being done in our names.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Kramer
Former associate investigator, U.S.
Senate
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Why Am I a Peace Activist? Why Aren’t You?
By David Swanson

M

ore than
a n y
other
description, except for
perhaps husband and
father, I have been for
the past six years a peace activist. Yet, I hesitate
on the question of how to tell my personal story of
experience with war. I recently visited Afghanistan
briefly, in order to speak with people who have
experienced war. I’ve spoken with many U.S.
soldiers and non-U.S. victims of war. But I have no
experience of war. Being in Washington, D.C., on
September 11, 2001, doesn’t change that; by the
time a crime had been transformed into a war, the
war had been moved elsewhere.
I know a Vietnam veteran who opposed that war but
grew so tired of being told he wasn’t qualified to do
so that he joined up. When he got back, and for
decades since, he’s been opposing wars with the
benefit of the aura of someone who knows war. I don’t
have that, and I certainly do not want it. I value war
opposition by those who have known war, but I value
other war opposition as well. And I imagine we can
all spot the fatal flaw in any proposal that would have
people experience wars before they could oppose
them. In 2006 a congressional candidate and Iraq
veteran in Ohio who was speaking on a panel with
me urged military “service” on all politicians so that

they could oppose militarism with greater knowledge
of the military. Raise your hand if you think that would
work.
So, the obvious question is probably how I became
a peace activist. To my mind, however, the question
has always been why anybody is not. I understand
there are not a lot of job openings for professional
peace activists, but there are unlimited part-time
volunteer positions.

justified—for anyone. After all, like all kids, I had
been taught to work out problems with words
rather than fists. I had been told that it was wrong
to kill. And, like almost all people, I was viscerally
inclined to resist the idea of killing anyone. If I was

In my experience, common wisdom was often
wildly wrong. A huge industry of churches was
maintained on Sundays to promote ideas that my
parents took seriously, and most people took
seriously, but which struck me as utter nonsense.

going to accept that in some cases it was right to
kill lots and lots of people, and that it was right to
always be training and building a huge war machine
just in case such a situation arose, then someone
was going to have to prove that claim to me.

The idea that war was peace came to seem to me
so nonsensical on its face, that I’d only believe it
if offered proof. Yet, all such thinking was in the
back of my head. I never thought I’d work as a
peace activist until the moment I found myself
doing so at age 35. It took me years of traveling,
studying, dropping out of architecture school,
teaching English in Italy, picking up a Master’s in
Philosophy at the University of Virginia, and
working as a reporter and a press person before I
found my way.

When I was a kid growing up in Northern Virginia
in a family that had no one in the military and no
one opposing the military, we had a guest visit. He
very much wanted to see the U.S. Naval Academy
in Annapolis, Maryland. So we drove him over there
and showed him around. He was quite impressed.
But I became physically ill. Here was a beautiful
sunny town full of people enjoying life and people
being trained to murder other people in large
numbers. To this day I cannot imagine why I need
a particular explanation for finding that unbearably
revolting. I want to hear an explanation from
someone who doesn’t find it so.
Oh, they’ll tell us, we all find war to be troubling,
but being a grown up means having the stomach
to do what’s needed to prevent something worse.
The thing is, I never much trusted grownups. I
wasn’t revolted by the idea of war for myself, while
willing to let others engage in it. I refused to take
it on faith that such a horror as war could be

To Hell with the Constitution: Obama Goes to War
By Michael Ratner

H

ow is it that Congress isn’t
screaming at President Obama
for usurping its power to take this
nation to war against Libya? (Even Bushes
#41 and #43 had their wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq authorized.) And if Congress isn’t
screaming, then why aren’t we? We should
be. The power to make war impacts us all: it
kills, it costs our dwindling treasury, and it
has serious consequences.
Those are just some of the reasons
why the Constitution doesn’t allow the
president to make the decision to go to war
unilaterally—a fact that Obama, himself a
former constitutional law professor, knows
full well. If fact, when candidate Obama
was asked if the president could bomb
Iran without authority from Congress, he
categorically responded: “The president
does not have power under the Constitution
to unilaterally authorize a military attack in
a situation that does not involve stopping an
actual or imminent threat to the nation.”
Candidate Obama’s letter perfect response

reveals precisely how well he understands
the framers’ fear of giving the power to initiate
war to the president. As James Madison,
principal author of the Constitution wrote,
“The constitution supposes, what the
History of all Governments demonstrates,
that the Executive is the branch of power
most interested in war, and most prone to it.
It has accordingly with studied care vested
the question of war to the Legislature.”
Consequently, Article 1, section 8, cl. 11
states that Congress and only Congress can
authorize the use of military force against
another country. It makes no difference
whether it’s called war or a “military
action”—Obama’s term for the attack on
Libya.
Some have argued that it would have made
little difference for Obama to have asked
for authority—that Congress would have
approved the war anyway. Whether or not
that’s true, it’s not the point. Had Obama
gone to Congress there would have been the
kind of public debate that’s necessary in any
country that calls itself a democracy.

A debate would have served several vital
functions. It would have involved the
American people in a momentous decision.
It would have given Congress the option of
rejecting Obama’s war or putting conditions
on it. Most importantly, it might have aired
some difficult, vital questions: Why Libya
and not the Ivory Coast, where thousands
are being murdered? Why Libya and not
Israel when it was killing 1,400 Palestinians
in Gaza? Was this really a war about saving
lives or was it about oil? Why is the African
Union not supporting the war? Is this war
really about regime change? Are not three
wars in the Middle East and Central Asia,
three too many?
Michael Ratner is an attorney and president
of the Center for Constitutional Rights. He
is also a past president of the National
Lawyers Guild and the author of The Trial of
Donald Rumsfeld: A Prosecution by Book,
Against War with Iraq, and Guantánamo:
What the World Should Know. Ratner is also
the co-host of the radio program Law and
Disorder on WBAI 99.5 FM.

I became an activist in my late 20s on domestic
issues of criminal justice, social justice, and labor
rights. I became a professional activist at age 30
when I went to work for ACORN, the association
of community groups that scared so many powerful
people that it was slandered in the media,
defunded, and destroyed several years later, after
I had moved on. I protested the first Gulf War and
the build up to a 2003 war on Iraq. But I became
something of a spokesperson and writer against
war when I worked as press secretary for Dennis
Kucinich’s presidential campaign in 2004. He made
peace the number one issue in his platform. We
talked about peace, trade, and healthcare—and
not much on trade or healthcare.
In 2005 I found myself working on a campaign to
impeach and prosecute President George W. Bush
for lying the nation into war. This meant working
closely with and becoming a part of the peace
movement, even while engaged in something less
than peaceful: seeking to put someone on trial and
imprison him. I immersed myself in online and
continued on page 11 …
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By Antoinette Bonsignore

O

n February 15, 2011, fifteen female
and two male military veterans filed
a class action lawsuit against former
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and current
Defense Secretary Robert Gates. A second round
of plaintiffs will likely be announced in early April.
These veterans have charged the defendants with
the wholesale and systematic failure to protect
servicemembers from being oftentimes repeatedly
raped and sexually assaulted while serving in the
military and with a failure to investigate and
subsequently prosecute and punish perpetrators.
The complaint reads like a horror story. One
gruesome account after another detailing brutal
assaults; sometimes repeated and sometimes
committed by multiple perpetrators. Rapes and
sexual assaults that are ignored and if not ignored
so callously prosecuted within the Military Code
of Justice as to suggest that rape is nothing more
than a minor infraction deserving of little
punishment, if any. A system set up to hide
evidence, encourage victims to recant, and when
victims try to receive some semblance of justice,
they are generally rewarded with demotions,
harassment, and shockingly further rapes and
sexual assaults as punishment. Victims are warned
to stay quiet or face dire consequences. The brave
victims are blamed—the women in particular were
just asking for it.

The Military’s Rape and
Sexual Assault Epidemic

An August 2008 Government Accountability Office
(GAO) report detailing the results of a 2006 survey
of 3,750 servicemembers stationed in the U.S. and
overseas concluded that:

Group of military sexual trauma survivors at the National Press Club
who spit on her and called her names. One
commanding officer said, “Let her burn” because
“she ruins careers.”
Yet another victim that reported her rape to the
military chaplain was told that “it must have been

One victim in the lawsuit recounted
being gang raped; the perpetrators
videotaped the rape and then
circulated it among other soldiers.
One victim in the lawsuit recounted being gang
raped; the perpetrators videotaped the rape and
then circulated it among other soldiers. When the
victim reported the rape to her superior officer,
who then viewed the video recording, he told her
bluntly that he did not believe she was raped
because she “did not act like a rape victim” and
“did not struggle enough” in the video. This same
victim was seriously injured and covered in severe
bruises after the assault—particularly from her
shoulders to her elbows from being held down
during the repeated rapes.
Another victim was threatened with a court martial
if she continued to “lie” about being raped by her
superior officer. Because she deigned to report the
rape, as well as the months of sexual harassment
and physical abuse she had endured prior to the
actual rape, her identity was revealed to others on
the military base by her commanding officers. She
was subjected to harassment from other soldiers

It almost sounds impossible to believe—how the
DOD has ignored this growing epidemic for years
and still no one has been held accountable. Where
is the outrage—and where are the resignations?
Donald Rumsfeld has not been held to answer for
his knowing refusal to implement reform measures
mandated by Congress. And on Rumsfeld’s recent
book tour, not once during his numerous interviews
did any journalist ask a single question about this
issue. Meanwhile, Secretary Gates has responded
with vague acknowledgments of a clear problem
but with no specific response regarding his own
failures to address the problem of what can only
be characterized as complicity in perpetuating the
problem.

God’s will for her to be raped.” He then suggested
that she needed to go to church more. Still another
victim who was raped in 2007 was later murdered
and then buried in a shallow fire pit six months
after reporting the rape.
The ramshackle investigatory apparatus and
reporting system in place is staffed with military
personnel who are often completely unqualified to
investigate these crimes. The Department of
Defense’s (DOD) token attempt to address the
epidemic by creating the very limited and still
underfunded “Sexual Assault Prevention and
Response Office (SAPRO), which distributes
posters, collects data, but has no enforcement or
investigative authority“ has been a constant
reminder of how the military thumbs its nose at
any attempts to implement genuine reform. In fact,
the director of SAPRO, Dr. Kaye Whitley, has
absolutely no experience or training dealing with
sexual violence. Greg Jacob, the Policy Director for

the Service Women’s Action Network (SWAN),
said that Whitley, a social worker, has no real
access to policy makers. She has no enforcement,
or investigatory authority, and no actual authority
to really do anything at all. The Pentagon even went
so far as to ignore a subpoena and prevent Dr.
Whitley from testifying before the House Oversight
Subcommittee on National Security and Foreign
Affairs in July 2008.
Specifically, Secretary Gates is accused of ignoring
specific Congressional mandates and deadlines
designed to implement a sexual assault and
harassment prevention system. Instead, plaintiffs
allege that Gates hired an inexperienced
contractor to implement that prevention system—
and that the contractor selected had only three
employees, and their prior contracts were solely
for janitorial work. The Washington Post reported
on this specific contractor story debacle on
November 26, 2010. The inexcusable lack of
seriousness with which this epidemic has been
treated by the Pentagon truly shocks the
conscience.
SWAN Policy Director and former Marine Greg
Jacob recently detailed the crux of the investigatory
deficiencies within the military for these types of
crimes. He stated “[t]here’s no investigatory
training. They don’t tell you to look for evidence …
Instead, they hand over a manual for courts martial,
which explains, among other things, that the
investigating officer should consider, first and
foremost, ‘the character and military service of the
accused’.” Jacob described the assessment of each
reported crime as “ … an HR approach to criminal
conduct … Military justice imbued me with the
ability to be judge and jury. Honestly, I had no idea
what to do.”

… occurrences of sexual assault may be
exceeding the rates being reported, suggesting
that DOD and the Coast Guard have only limited
visibility over the incidence of these occurrences.
At the 14 installations where GAO administered
its survey, 103 servicemembers indicated that they
had been sexually assaulted within the preceding
12 months. Of these, 52 servicemembers indicated
that they did not report the sexual assault. GAO
also found that factors that discourage
servicemembers from reporting a sexual assault
include the belief that nothing would be done; fear
of ostracism, harassment, or ridicule; and concern
that peers would gossip.
Despite the inescapable evidence that this problem
is getting worse with each passing year, the DOD
still maintains that it has a zero-tolerance policy
for sexual assault in the ranks.
So now these seventeen brave veterans have gone
public—with news conferences and repeated
interviews—detailing the horrific assaults they
have endured and the aftermath of deigning to
report these crimes.
The problems for these victims do not get any
better when they return home. Shamed,
traumatized, and psychologically scarred—
suffering from a form of post traumatic stress
disorder known as military sexual trauma (MST)—
these victims are so disabled that they cannot
function let alone find employment. To add further
insult to this disgraceful treatment of the women
and men victimized by the DOD’s recalcitrance,
these victims have found it next to impossible to
receive disability compensation from the Veterans
Administration (VA) for their resulting MST. The
main reasons being a lack of evidence, evidence
being destroyed, and a patently unfair evidentiary
burden that victims finds nearly impossible to
satisfy. Representative Chellie Pingree (D—ME)
recently introduced legislation to redress this
specific compensation issue. H.R. 930 will “ …
mandate that survivors of military sexual violence
continued on next page …
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Sexual Assault
… continued from previous page
get the same service-connected disability
compensation for their mental health conditions
and physical injuries that combat veterans are
currently awarded for wounds of war.”
A previous lawsuit filed last December has also
charged the DOD with a failure to comply with
numerous and ongoing Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) requests for documentation regarding the
militar y’s records detailing the repor ts,
investigations, and subsequent dispositions of
these crimes.
And the statistics are indeed staggering. In
December 2010, the Pentagon released its annual
report on sexual harassment and violence—and
the number of reports increased 64 percent from
the previous year.
Last December, Al Jazeera reported the following
shocking statistics:

A disturbing trend, however, is how military
officials seem to be sweeping this damaging issue
under the rug and deflecting blame.

and 80 pecent receive an honorable discharge
nonetheless. Victims, on the other hand, risk ending
their careers when they file charges.

Even more disturbing is the fact that “[a]ccording
to the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, the
rate of sexual assault on women in the military is
twice that in the civilian population.” Furthermore,
“[c]ompared with a 40 percent arrest rate for sex
crimes among civilians, only 8 percent of
investigated cases in the military lead to
prosecution.”

Last week the Air Force released a study finding
that 1 in 5 women and 1 in 20 men have been
sexually assaulted while serving in the Air Force.

By Austin Metze

In 2006 Congress required the Pentagon to begin
tracking these reported crimes and their subsequent
disposition. Al Jazeera reported that in 2006:
… there were 2,974 reported cases of rape and
sexual assault in the military. Of these, only 292
cases resulted in trials, and those netted only 181
prosecutions of perpetrators. Nearly half the cases
are dismissed for lack of adequate proof or due to
the death of the victim. Less than 11 per cent of
the cases result in a court martial. Often, those
prosecuted merely suffer a reduction in rank or pay,

I Am a Veteran

I am a veteran
of my birth
I wear a puckered medal
here
In the center of my belly
it’s a naval one
I am a veteran
of my youth
the weathered parts of me
bear witness

Speaking with SWAN’s Policy Director Greg Jacob,
he discussed the current status of the litigation
and how SWAN has been working to garner
increased bipartisan support for legislative and

The military has become an
entrenched system that all too
easily blames victims—and
retaliates against those victims
with systematic harassment and
intimidation.

Photo by Ellen Davidson

Every year, rape increases at an alarming rate
within American military institutions—and even
males are victims of the cycle. In fact, due to raw
demographics, one can roughly surmise that most
victims of sexual abuse in the military are male.
Regardless of gender, reports of victims of military
sexual assault have been increasing. In 2007, there
were 2,200 reports of rape in the military, whilst
in 2009 saw an increase up to 3,230 reports of
sexual assault. Many of the victims suffer from
Military Sexual Trauma (MST) and are shamed into
silence, with numerous cases not even reported.
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to who I am
and who I’ve been
they are crawling from the
foxholes of my past
they think the coast is clear
they have nothing to lose

I occupy abandoned houses
in open fields
they are booby-trapped
with past lives
I have nothing to fear
but fear itself

I am a veteran
of my life
and I wear my fatigues
proudly
If you are seeing me
from a distance
I am just a point
on your horizon
I keep telling myself
no matter how real
it gets
it’s just an exercise

regulatory reform within the military and the VA.
He believes Congress has the political will to act
and that the issue is being taken seriously now that
the class action lawsuit has been filed. He told me
that even though the victims desperately need to
be compensated for their disabilities, what these
women and men are really seeking is real reform
and justice for their suffering and help for those
women and men dealing with the threats of sexual
violence each and every day while still trying to
serve the nation with honor.

Why Am I an Activist?
… continued from page 9
real-world activism, organizing, educating, and
protesting. I strategized, lobbied, planned, wrote,
protested, went to jail, did interviews, and pressed
for peace.
There are downsides and seeming hypocrisy to the
peace movement. We don’t always behave
peacefully toward each other. We don’t always
share the same vision. Some groups favor peace
when doing so helps a particular political party and
are otherwise very accepting of war. Some
honestly think particular wars are crimes but others
justified. Some try to work with corrupted insiders.
Some try to bring pressure from outside the halls
of power. Some try, with great difficulty, to bridge
some of those gaps.
But my peace movement experience overall has
been incredibly positive. I’ve made good friends
that I see a handful of times a year, on stages or
in streets, and as often as not in police vans. The
fulltime peace activists, most of whom have other
fulltime paid employment, those who serve no
particular organization, but who hold the movement
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But real change can only be achieved when the
military begins to consider the seriousness of the
crimes and the impact on the victims as paramount
to any potential impact on the careers of the
accused servicemembers; right now the concern
within the military is focused solely on protecting
the accused and not the victims. The military has
become an entrenched system that all too easily
blames victims—and retaliates against those
victims with systematic harassment and
intimidation. Victims are subjected to ridicule and
they all too often become convinced that the shame
will be too much to bear.
Real change will take time—but before that
change can even begin, the military and Secretary
Gates must take responsibility for refusing to
confront the problem and acknowledge the
military’s complicity in obstructing justice for so
many years and creating what Greg Jacob called
a “climate of impunity.”
You can visit SWAN’s Change.org page to take
action and let Congress know that the Armed
Forces must be held accountable for perpetuating
this rape and sexual assault epidemic.
Originally published by RH Reality Check,
rhrealitycheck.org.
Antoinette Bonsignore, J.D., is a Seattlebased workers’ rights advocate most
recently focused on worker compensation
issues. She is a regular blogger for NARAL
Pro-Choice Washington.

together with their spirit and reliability: these are
people with more great stories than any writer will
ever get onto paper or computer screens. These
are the people for whom, outside of my family, I
am most grateful. If any of them had ever been
visible in the way that military recruiters and toy
soldiers are visible, perhaps I would have found my
way to the peace movement sooner.
My focus or approach may evolve, but I cannot
imagine ever leaving. In 2009 and 2010, I wrote
two books, the second one on the question of
whether any war had ever been justified. The title
is a giveaway of the conclusion I reached: “War Is
A Lie.” And it isn’t just any lie. It is the justification
of the worst thing anyone has ever devised. Ending
it now is no longer just a question of making the
world more pleasant, but a question of survival.
Weapons proliferation, blowback, economic
collapse, environmental collapse, political collapse:
choose your poison; war will destroy us in one or
more of these manners unless we put an end to it.
Why in the world would anyone not want to?
Written for the forthcoming collection, Why Peace?
Originally published on warisacrine.org.
David Swanson is the author of War Is A Lie
and blogs at warisalie.org.
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The Language
We Don’t Know
… continued from page 15
parliamentary approval. Bradley Manning was now in an oubliette
at Quantico for revealing America’s war crimes; and the Libyan
intervention was, like Korea, an illegal war, waged without
congressional approval. President Obama believed that he was in a
throne room in the oval office, said Ellsberg, with a crown on his
head. It was up to us to knock that crown off. (Wild cheers, including
Indian war-cry ululations.)
Ellsberg said: “One of the groups in Tahrir Square, that had been
fighting Mubarak for some time, called itself Kafaya, ‘enough.’ We
need an ‘enough’ movement: enough to empire, enough to imperial
wars, enough to oubliettes.” And he ended with: “This is a good day
to get arrested at the White House, and tomorrow at Quantico.”
(Mad applause.)
Mike Ferner took the mic. “If you’re planning on getting arrested, if
you have any questions, Matt Daloisio is back here behind the stage.
Come on up and see Matt.” Once arrested, you had to pay a hundred
dollars to be freed, or else you had to appear later in court, Ferner
advised. He introduced Chris Hedges, columnist for Truthdig, who
said, “If you want to stop terrorism, you must first stop committing
acts of terror.” Ferner then gave us guidance on the march. “This is
going to be a silent march,” he said. “We need to keep in mind what
we’re here for, which is to observe the eighth anniversary of invasion
of Iraq. We’re here for a solemn purpose. So let’s be that way,
purposeful and thoughtful in our march.” He thanked us for coming
and then he said “I’d like to add one personal note to this, which has
really been rubbing me raw for some time now.” The people in
Afghanistan and Iraq were bearing the brunt of the military
aggression, Ferner said, while our cities, our veterans, and our public
institutions, were all collateral damage. “Our infrastructure and our
public institutions may not be being bombed, but they’re being
allowed to slowly rot. And that has got to stop.”
The last speaker was Ryan Endicott, an Iraq marine veteran. He was
full of powerful indignation, and he spoke at the top of his lungs.
“When we joined the military, we rose our right hand, and we swore
to defend the people of this country against all enemies foreign and
domestic,” he said. “And the biggest enemies to the people of this
country do not live in the sands of Iraq. They do not live in the caves
of Afghanistan.” He gestured toward the White House. “They live
hundreds of yards away!” (Roar of agreement.)
Endicott said: “We know the realities of these brutal occupations,
and we know that these people are not our enemies. The fact is that
these wars have cost the American people more than just our lives
and our limbs.” The wars had cost trillions of dollars, he cried—
trillions that could have gone toward free education and health care,
that could have prevented millions from losing their homes, and that
could have helped thousands of homeless veterans get off the streets.
“And that’s why we’re here today in the streets! The streets that we
built! With our sweat, and our tears, and our blood!”
Revolutionary change was possible, Endicott believed: Harvey Milk,
Martin Luther King, the people of Tunisia, the people of Egypt, had
all made revolutionary change. “We’re going to shut down our
workplaces. We’re going to shut down our factories and our schools.
And we’re going to tell this government not one more dollar! Not one
more bullet! Not one more bomb! Not one more day of U.S.
imperialism!” (Cacophony of applause.)

People began arranging their banners and signs and assembling to
march. “While everybody is waiting, will you please remove your
hats?” said Watermelon Slim. “Except those of us who have chemical
gear on.” Then he came to attention. “Present—arms!” He played
taps on his harmonica, with a slow mournful vibrato. “We must
mourn, we must also show our anger,” he said. “We must also bear
this war evenly. Let’s go let them bear some of it, too. Come on.”
Then we marchers set out, led by a World War II vet from the 90th
Infantry Division, Third Army. We walked silently around several
blocks to the west of the White House (evidently the police didn’t
want us to actually circle the White House), and then half an hour
later, we massed where we’d begun, in front of the black, sharptipped, White House fence.
There were many policemen now: motorcycle cops, park police,
horseback police, K-9 police, and sinister-looking SWAT teams in
black hats and black uniforms tucked into high black boots. It was a
strangely varied festival of police “protection.” They were hauling
out segments of a metal crowd-control fence. They locked together
the segments, fencing off a large area of public sidewalk and street.
(The street, Pennsylvania Avenue, is normally open to public foot
traffic and closed to cars.) And then they announced that if you stood
on the wrong side of the temporary fence you were going get
arrested. The police created, in other words, a potential criminal
infraction where there should have been no infraction. For standing
on a public sidewalk, in a place where people had strolled undisturbed
moments before, you could now be arrested for “disobeying an official
order.” I decided that this was ridiculous and that I wanted to be
arrested. But after consulting my wallet, I realized that because I’d
given forty dollars to Veterans for Peace, I didn’t have enough cash
to bail myself out. Next time, I thought.
More than a thousand of us stood against the new barricade,
shouting, along with the hoarse-voiced bullhornist, “This is what
democracy looks like!” And “Money for jobs and education, Not for
Wars and Occupation!” And “Stop these wars! Free Bradley
Manning!” And “From Wisconsin to Iraq, stand up, fight back!” And
“They say more war, we say no more!” I suddenly felt the rising
power of an outraged crowd. It has a different kind of persuasiveness
than any verbal argument does. I watched a blind man in a wheelchair,

missing several fingers, chanting “U.S. out of the Middle East, No
justice no peace.”
A hundred and thirteen protesters were eventually arrested in front
of President Obama’s White House that afternoon. (Obama,
meanwhile, was down in South America trying to sell F-18 warplanes
to Brazil.) The arrests took hours. Someone called out “You’re
arresting the wrong people! Arrest Bush I, arrest Bush II, arrest
Obama!” One of the women, when she was out of sight in the arrest
tent, began a series of blood curdling screams of protest. “Let us see
what’s happening,” someone called. As a paddy wagon drove off,
someone called out “The jello’s no good in the slammer, don’t eat
it.”
In the end the SWAT team had to summon two city Metro buses, in
addition to the wagons, to carry off the detainees. Both buses carried
ads for breakfast at McDonald’s: “Puts the A.M. Back in Amazing.”
The police so parked the paddy wagons and the buses that the crowd
couldn’t witness the arrests. As a man with a ponytail was pushed
into the back of a paddy wagon, a woman in our crowd read from
the constitution, the part about how Congress cannot abridge the
right of the people “peaceably to assemble and to petition the
government for a redress of grievances.” I applauded her. There was
no question that the police were denying the public the right of
peaceable assembly.
There were cheers when Daniel Ellsberg, 40 years after his
arraignment for leaking the Pentagon Papers, was led toward the
arrest tent. He turned toward the White House, obliging a policemen
who wanted to take his picture. His wrists were zip-corded behind
his back. He flashed us a double peace sign from his cuffed hands.
When the arrests were all done, one of the cops collected some
“Free Bradley Manning” signs and put them in a garbage bag in the
trunk of his cruiser.
Originally published on the New York Review of Books blog.
Nicholson Baker is a contemporary U.S. fiction and
nonfiction writer. He received a National Book Critics
Circle Award in 2001 for his nonfiction book Double Fold:
Libraries and the Assault on Paper.
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with utter certainty over a field in which they know absolutely
nothing—but more and more I suspect that a major goal of the reform
campaign is to make the work of a teacher so degrading and insulting
that the dignified and the truly educated teachers will simply leave
while they still retain a modicum of self-respect,” he added. “In less
than a decade, we been stripped of autonomy and are increasingly
micromanaged. Students have been given the power to fire us by
failing their tests. Teachers have been likened to pigs at a trough and
blamed for the economic collapse of the United States. In New York,
principals have been given every incentive, both financial and in terms
of control, to replace experienced teachers with 22-year-old
untenured rookies. They cost less. They know nothing. They are
malleable, and they are vulnerable to termination.”
The demonizing of teachers is another public relations feint, a way
for corporations to deflect attention from the theft of some $17 billion
in wages, savings, and earnings among American workers and a
landscape where one in six workers is without employment. The
speculators on Wall Street looted the U.S. Treasury. They stymied
any kind of regulation. They have avoided criminal charges. They are
stripping basic social services. And now they are demanding to run
our schools and universities.
“Not only have the reformers removed poverty as a factor, they’ve
removed students’ aptitude and motivation as factors,” said this
teacher, who is in a teachers union. “They seem to believe that
students are something like plants where you just add water and
place them in the sun of your teaching and everything blooms. This
is a fantasy that insults both student and teacher. The reformers

‘It is extremely dispiriting to
realize that you are in effect
lying to these kids … .’
have come up with a variety of insidious schemes pushed as steps
to professionalize the profession of teaching. As they are all
businessmen who know nothing of the field, it goes without saying
that you do not do this by giving teachers autonomy and respect.
They use merit pay in which teachers whose students do well on
bubble tests will receive more money and teachers whose students
do not do so well on bubble tests will receive less money. Of course,
the only way this could conceivably be fair is to have an identical
group of students in each class—an impossibility. The real purposes
of merit pay are to divide teachers against themselves as they
scramble for the brighter and more motivated students and to further
institutionalize the idiot notion of standardized tests. There is a
certain diabolical intelligence at work in both of these.”
“If the Bloomberg administration can be said to have succeeded in
anything,” he said, “they have succeeded in turning schools into
stress factories where teachers are running around wondering if it’s
possible to please their principals and if their school will be open a
year from now, if their union will still be there to offer some kind of
protection, if they will still have jobs next year. This is not how you
run a school system. It’s how you destroy one. The reformers and
their friends in the media have created a Manichean world of bad
teachers and effective teachers. In this alternative universe, there
are no other factors. Or, all other factors—poverty, depraved parents,
mental illness and malnutrition—are all excuses of the Bad Teacher
that can be overcome by hard work and the Effective Teacher.”

The truly educated become conscious. They become self-aware.
They do not lie to themselves. They do not pretend that fraud is moral
or that corporate greed is good. They do not claim that the demands
of the marketplace can morally justify the hunger of children or denial
of medical care to the sick. They do not throw 6 million families from
their homes as the cost of doing business. Thought is a dialogue with
one’s inner self. Those who think ask questions, questions those in
authority do not want asked. They remember who we are, where we
come from, and where we should go. They remain eternally skeptical
and distrustful of power. And they know that this moral independence
is the only protection from the radical evil that results from collective
unconsciousness. The capacity to think is the only bulwark against
any centralized authority that seeks to impose mindless obedience.
There is a huge difference, as Socrates understood, between
teaching people what to think and teaching them how to think. Those
who are endowed with a moral conscience refuse to commit crimes,
even those sanctioned by the corporate state, because they do not
in the end want to live with criminals—themselves.
“It is better to be at odds with the whole world than, being one, to
be at odds with myself,” Socrates said.
Those who can ask the right questions are armed with the capacity
to make a moral choice, to defend the good in the face of outside
pressure. And this is why the philosopher Immanuel Kant puts the
duties we have to ourselves before the duties we have to others.
The standard for Kant is not the biblical idea of self-love—love thy
neighbor as thyself, do unto others as you would have them do unto
you—but self-respect. What brings us meaning and worth as human
beings is our ability to stand up and pit ourselves against injustice
and the vast, moral indifference of the universe. Once justice
perishes, as Kant knew, life loses all meaning. Those who meekly
obey laws and rules imposed from the outside—including religious
laws—are not moral human beings. The fulfillment of an imposed
law is morally neutral. The truly educated make their own wills serve
the higher call of justice, empathy and reason. Socrates made the
same argument when he said it is better to suffer wrong than to do
wrong.
“The greatest evil perpetrated,” Hannah Arendt wrote, “is the evil
committed by nobodies, that is, by human beings who refuse to be
persons.”
As Arendt pointed out, we must trust only those who have this selfawareness. This self-awareness comes only through consciousness.
It comes with the ability to look at a crime being committed and say
“I can’t.” We must fear, Arendt warned, those whose moral system
is built around the flimsy structure of blind obedience. We must fear
those who cannot think. Unconscious civilizations become totalitarian
wastelands.
“The greatest evildoers are those who don’t remember because they
have never given thought to the matter, and, without remembrance,
nothing can hold them back,” Arendt writes. “For human beings,
thinking of past matters means moving in the dimension of depth,
striking roots, and thus stabilizing themselves, so as not to be swept
away by whatever may occur—the Zeitgeist or History or simple
temptation. The greatest evil is not radical, it has no roots, and
because it has no roots, it has no limitations, it can go to unthinkable
extremes and sweep over the whole world.”
Originally published on TruthDig.
Chris Hedges, a Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter, is a senior
fellow at the Nation Institute. He writes a regular column
for TruthDig every Monday. His latest book is The World as
It Is: Dispatches on the Myth of Human Progress.

Storm Troopers
… continued from page 28
only the eyes could be seen and many of them were covered by
sunglasses, body armor covering their chest and arms, knee pads,
shin guards and heavy boots. Behind them were an equal number
of riot police without shields but similarly dressed. There were
about a dozen SWAT team troops with large assault rifles,
wearing green military-like clothing and helmets with masks that
hid their faces. There were eight police on horseback, the horses
also wearing riot gear covering their faces with plastic and the
police troops riding them were wearing helmets and riot gear as
well. They were accompanied by police with dogs, two buses
and an armored vehicle. There were numerous other police from
Prince William County, Manassas, and Quantico.
Five different police forces were involved in responding to the
flower-laying threat. Quite a show of paramilitary force to stop
a flower-laying ceremony by five vets and a military mom!
There was no violence from the peace protesters, who had
all pledged to be nonviolent at the event. Some of the
protesters were treated roughly by the paramilitary police.
What was the root cause of this expensive and unnecessary
show of force? The Marine Command insisting that vets could
not lay flowers at a public war memorial. Did they forget their
oath? Perhaps the most important part of the U.S. Constitution
is the First Amendment, which protects freedom of speech,
assembly and petitioning the government. The language is clear:
“Congress shall make no law … abridging the freedom of speech
…; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” Rather than
defending the Constitution, the actions of the Quantico Marine
Command are undermining critical constitutional guarantees and
violating the soldier’s oath.
As a result of the events on the March 20, 32 people were
arrested. Daniel Ellsberg said when the magistrate told him the
charge was “unlawful assembly,” he thought: “Unlawful
assembly? I thought of that as a pre-Revolutionary charge:
“Disperse, ye rabble! Go to your homes!’ I was under the belief
that the First Amendment—protecting the right ‘peaceably to
assemble to petition for redress of grievances’ was supposed to
‘change all that.’ Could there be a clearer description of what we
were doing—right at the immediate site of one of the grievances?
Granted, we were in a highway: but the State Police had blocked
off that road themselves, for the period of our assembly: We
weren’t even ‘disrupting traffic.’”
Kevin Zeese directs ComeHomeAmerica.US and is
on the steering committee on the Bradley Manning
Support Network, www.BradleyManning.org.
Photo by Ellen Davidson
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The demonstration wasn’t officially supposed to start
until noon, but already off in the distance a few
hundred people had gathered near a platform
festooned with a row of black-and-white Veterans
for Peace flags. It was March 19, the eighth
anniversary of the shock-and-aweing of Iraq, and there
was an air of expectancy: arrests were going to
happen that day. I sat down on a bench and watched
volunteers setting up loudspeakers. Birds were getting
in as much chirping as they could before the human
noise began. A woman with an armful of red and black
signs passed by. Her signs said:

Caneisha Mills: ‘Obama said that he was
going to make a change in the United
States. The change that we’ve seen has
only been for the worse.’
of the pre-noon proceedings. Jodie Evans, Code
Pink’s founder, sang “When we make peace
instead of war,” to the tune of “Oh when the saints
go marching in.” She had on a black hat and a pink
vest. She introduced a retired army colonel, Ann
Wright, who had resigned her job at the State
Department in 2003 because she couldn’t
countenance the invasion of Iraq. “I’ll tell you, when
Code Pink’s in the house, you know it!” said Wright,
to hollers of approval. She pointed across the
street. “And the White House knows it!” Wright
told us that she had just gotten back from
Afghanistan, where the Obama administration was
building a $500 million embassy complex. “It’s
going to be the largest embassy in the world—
larger than Baghdad,” she said. “As a retired
colonel, as a former member of the U.S. State
Department, and as a citizen, I say that it is our
obligation to raise hell! To raise cain! To get these
endless wars stopped, and take care of America!“

STOP THESE WARS
EXPOSE THE LIES
FREE BRADLEY MANNING
Jay Marx, head of Proposition One, a nuclear
disarmament group, took the microphone. He was
wearing a knit hat. “Testing, one, two, three,” Marx
said into the microphone. “Testing our patience.
Testing, four, five, six, seven, eight years of war.
Eight years of lies! And we’re live! This park is live!
The Vets for Peace are live in Lafayette Park!”
(Cheering.)

Photo by Ellen Davidson

Code Pink, a women’s antiwar group, was in charge

(Big cheering.)
I hurried off to buy some double-A batteries for my
audio recorder and when I got back a group called
Songrise was performing a heartbreaking a capella
version of John Lennon’s “Imagine.” The crowd
was bigger now, about eight hundred people. More
police had gathered, too.

figurative key to young WikiLeaker Bradley
Manning, in solitary confinement in Quantico, as
an agent of democracy, and she tossed a second
key to President Obama, to help him see the wrong
of Manning’s imprisonment. Obama was himself,
she said, “a prisoner of empire.”

Someone near me with yellow dyed hair abruptly
turned his back on Nader and said “I’m still pissed
off at that son-of-a-bitch about Florida.” Everyone
else was clapping, though. How was it, Nader
asked, that twenty-five or thirty thousand Taliban
fighters, with no air force, no navy, no tanks—
armed only with Kalishnikovs and suicide belts and
rocket-propelled grenades—were able to resist
the most powerful military force in history?
“Because,” said Nader, “they have a cause that
says ‘Expel the invader.’ Expelling the invader will
be forever the cause of anybody in the world who
is invaded.”

I Stand 4
CODE RED, White & BLUE
NOT Pink & YELLER

A duct-taped bucket came around for donations to
Vets for Peace, and I stuffed in some money. Then
Brian Becker of the Answer Coalition, a socialist
group that sponsored some of the biggest peace
demonstrations before the Iraq war, tore into the
Libyan intervention, which had begun with the
launch of a hundred cruise missiles that morning.
“We have to learn the lessons that are so crystal
clear, as Obama and the Pentagon and France and
Britain prepare in the next few hours to start
dropping bombs on the people of Libya in the name
of democracy,” Becker said. “Let’s know this: Libya
is the largest oil producer in Africa, and there’s no
possible way that if the United States goes into
Libya that it’s ever going to come out.” Libya must
be the masters of their own destiny, he continued.
“We ourselves reject the idea, fed to us once again,
that U.S. imperialism, with all of its guns and bombs

I went back nearer the platform to hear some of
the Vets for Peace speakers. Mike Ferner, who
worked in a Navy hospital during the Vietnam War
and was the author of Inside the Red Zone: A
Veteran for Peace Reports from Iraq, was the master
of ceremonies—he was an immediately likeable
guy with a thick assymetry of graying hair. He
introduced Debra Sweet, director of World Can’t
Wait, another antiwar, anti-occupation group that
had its beginnings during the Bush era. “We have
to take a stand against these immoral, illegitimate
wars, and this torture being done in our name,” she
said. “I’ll see you in front of the White House!”
(Huge cheer.)

President of the United States, Barack Obama, said
that he was going to make a change in the United
States. The change that we’ve seen has only been
for the worse.” Obama and the government were
claiming, falsely, that there was no money for
education and health care, Mills argued—and now
he was calling for military intervention in Libya,
even after Libya announced a ceasefire. “We can
see that he only cares about wars of occupation
and massive slaughter,” Mills said.

Caneisha Mills, who had successfully sued the city
of Washington for setting up military-style police
checkpoints in poor neighborhoods, said: “The

Zach Choate, injured in Iraq, read a Dear Mr. Obama
letter, which he then rolled up and put in a pill bottle
that had held one of the medications that he’s had

Watermelon Slim of Vietnam Veterans Against the War: ‘Mr. Obama, these are now your wars.’

Caroline Casey, another patroness of Code Pink,
came on the stage to explain, in a strong contralto
voice, what it meant to be advocating peace at the
time of vernal equinox and lunar perigee. The
culture of cataclysmic dominance was going down,
Casey told us, and the culture of reverent ingenuity
was rising up out of the cracks. She invited us to
spiral the best of ourselves forth into what she
called “the memosphere.” She also offered a quote
from Hafiz, a Persian poet: “The small man builds
prisons for everyone he meets, but the wise
woman ducks under the moon and tosses keys to
the beautiful and rowdy prisoners.” She tossed a
Scale model of a drone

said there are fifty al-Qaeda, they estimate, in
Afghanistan. Why are we blowing that country
apart? Why are we sending our injured and sick
home day after day?” Iraq, too—we’d blown that
country apart. He quoted a coinage from a recent
book called Erasing Iraq: “Sociocide.”

A group of Code Pinkers arranged themselves in a
row and opened seventeen pink umbrellas that
spelled “BRING OUR WAR $$ HOME.” The crowd
was up to about fifteen hundred people by now. A
small but committed group of pro-defense
protesters—eight of them by my count—were
standing out in the street holding flags. Some of
their signs seemed to date from another era: CHE
IS DEAD GET OVER IT! (held by a woman in
sunglasses), and JANE FONDA TRAITOR (held by
a man in a black biker jacket). One woman, wearing
a gigantic red hat with a red bow, had a sign that
said:

to take since the war. “You said you would bring
my brothers and sisters home, and they’re still
there,” he read. “5,938 of my buddies have died.
I’m here today to act peacefully in civil disobedience
for my disapproval of these wars.”
I walked around the crowd and took some pictures
of a six-foot-long scale model of a Reaper drone.
It was painted gray, with wide wings and
underwing missiles tipped with red and orange
paint, and it was balanced on a pole above our
heads. What would daily life be like, it prompted
us to ask, if we lived in a country where real drones
were flying around high overhead, able to murder
by remote control? It would be deeply radicalizing
and terrorism-sustaining—obviously.

Linda Letendre

Mike Ferner of Veterans For Peace

and missiles, is going to help an oppressed people.
The only help we can give to the people of Libya
and Egypt and Tunisia and Yemen is to make our
own revolution right here!” (Whooping and
cheering.)

for Peace’s Smedley D. Butler Brigade. On it was
a quote from Marine Corps General Smedley Butler
(1881-1940): “I spent 33 years in the Marines being
a high-class muscle man for big business, for Wall
Street and the bankers,” Butler wrote. “The general
public shoulders the horrible bill in lives, shattered
minds, and back-breaking taxes for generations.”

Watermelon Slim, a craggy country blues singer
and Vietnam vet in a camouflage T-shirt, told
President Obama to listen up. “Mr. Obama, these
wars were George Bush’s wars,” he said. “They
are now your wars. I hate to say that, but it’s a
fact.” Vietnam vets, Slim said, were now standing
at the White House to make known their opposition,
just as they’d done back in 1971: “Mr. Obama, you
and Mr. Nixon got that in common. We’re paying
attention to you. We say, bring our brothers and
sisters home, right now!”

Then Daniel Ellsberg, former Marine Corps
company commander and distributor of Vietnam
War secrets, was on. He wore a blue blazer and a
blue shirt and a sober tie. He was only a few weeks
away from his eightieth birthday. He looked great.
“Can one person make a difference?” Ellsberg
asked. “I would say that without Bradley Manning
having released the cables through Wikileaks that
inspired the uprising in Tunisia—along with the
self-sacrifice of a Tunisian named Muhammad
Bouazizi, who burned himself to death in protest
against the oppression there—without either of
those individuals, Ben Ali, our dictator there, whom
we were supporting, would still be there. And
Mubarak would still be in Egypt. So one person
can make a difference.”
Ellsberg asked us if we knew the names of the two
languages of Afghanistan. Almost nobody in the
audience knew. “The two languages are Dari—
which is eastern Farsi, or Persian—and Pashto,”
he said. “In Vietnam, none of us spoke the
language, but we knew the language that we didn’t
speak—that it was Vietnamese. We’re fighting in
a country now where we don’t know the language
we don’t know.”

A woman shook my hand and said “You are so
familiar—have we been arrested together?” I said
no, I’d never been arrested.

A silent march

Code Pink demonstrators protesting the resignation
of State Department spokesman P.J. Crowley and
the detention of U.S. Army Private Bradley
Manning in front of the State Department,
Washington, D.C., March 14, 2011

Somebody gave me a flyer for the next protest, on
April 9th in New York City. Somebody else handed
me another flyer, “How is the War Economy
Working for You?” It was published by the Veterans

A woman held a white cloth with lettering on it:
“How Many Lives Will You End? How Many Billions
Will You Spend? Before You End This Madness?”
Meanwhile someone—I missed his name—began
talking about the heavy “F.O.G.,” or Forces of Greed,
which surrounded us. “President Obama—with
his very lovely smile and lovely family, and beautiful
rhetoric—sometimes fools people. Now we know
that he’s part of the F.O.G. The F.O.G. needs to be
lifted.”

Ralph Nader was up eventually. He began with
some words of sympathy for the victims of the
disaster in Japan. Then he said, “General Petraeus
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We Don’t Know the Language We Don’t Know
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One Saturday last month I went to Lafayette Park
in Washington, D.C., across the street from the
White House, in order to protest several wars. The
squirrels were out doing seasonal things. A tree
was balancing big buds on the finger-ends of its
curving branches; the brown bud coverings, which
looked like gecko skins, were drawing back to
reveal inner loaves of meaty magnolial pinkness.
A policeman in sunglasses, with a blue and white
helmet, sat on a Clydesdale horse, while two
tourists, a father and his daughter, gazed into the
horse’s eyes. The pale, squinty, early spring
perfection of the day made me smile.
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Zach Choate of Iraq Veterans Against the War: ‘You said you would bring my brothers and
sisters home, and they’re still there.’

Kings, Ellsberg said, once locked their critics away
in dungeons till they were forgotten; the French,
he reminded us, referred to these dungeons as
oubliettes. Kings also once declared wars without
continued on page 12 …
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The War against Libya in Historical Perspective
From the Berlin Conference of 1884 to the London Conference of 2011
By Brian Becker

T

he leaders of 14 capitalist powers in
Europe plus the United States met for a
conference in Berlin 126 years ago to
decide how all of Africa’s land and vast resources
would be divided as colonies and zones of control
among themselves. No Africans were invited to
the conference.
The 1884 Conference of Berlin, more than any other
single event, became emblematic of the dynamic
transformation of capitalism into a system of global
imperialism.
By 1902, 90 percent of Africa’s territory was under
European control. African self-governance was
wiped off the map in most of the continent. Only
Ethiopia remained an independent state. Liberia
was technically independent too, but it was in fact
under the control of the United States.

So as to avoid the impression that we are making
an exact analogy between the Berlin Conference
of 1884 and the one that took place on March 29,
it is worth recognizing that some things have
changed since 1884.
The imperialists who met in Berlin, for instance,
did not have to waste any time pretending to care
about the human rights of Africans or democracy
in Africa. The bankers and corporate tycoons in the
19th century could speak bluntly about their “vital
interests” as nothing other than naked colonial
ambitions to loot Africa’s territories, resources and
labor. They did not have too much concern about
“public opinion” back in 1884.
That is a definite difference. Public proclamations
by imperialist governments today have to pledge
that they have no imperial or material incentive
when they invade, bomb and occupy countries, and

‘Vital interests’ in Libya
Libya had been a colony of Italy and was occupied
by British and French forces in 1942. The United
Nations declared Libya to be an independent
country in 1951 under the leadership of a hereditary
monarch. The monarchy was overthrow by a
military coup, led by Gadaffi, in 1969.
Libya has Africa’s largest oil reserves. It is also part
of the oil-rich Middle East, which U.S. imperialism
considers to be a pivotal region that requires the
exercise of colonial-type control. That is what
Secretary of Defense Robert Gates means when
he repeats every few hours on television that Libya
is being bombed because the region represents a
“vital interest” of the United States.
The London Conference is under the domination of
the imperialists and former colonial powers. They

The so-called “Scramble for Africa” by Britain,
France, Belgium, Italy, Germany, the United States
and the other capitalist powers was essential for
the growth and enrichment of the modern-day
capitalist class, which included the owners of the
biggest banks, syndicates and monopolies.

It is hard to beat that for imperial arrogance. The
great thinkers at the Washington Post declare who
the “world leaders” are, even though most of
Africa, China, Russia and India are absent and, in
fact, oppose the brutal bombing of Libya that is
designed to eliminate its sovereignty.

Kwame Nkrumah, the first president and prime
minister of Ghana, and a leader of the Pan-African
movement, described the features of what he
called neocolonialism: “ The essence of
neocolonialism is that the State which is subject
to it is, in theory, independent and has all the
outward trappings of international sovereignty. In
reality its economic system and thus its political
policy is directed from outside.”

“The methods and form of this direction can take
various shapes. For example, in an extreme case
the troops of the imperial power may garrison the
territory of the neocolonial State and control the
government of it. More of ten, however,
neocolonialist control is exercised through
economic or monetary means.”

The ‘Scramble for Africa’ continues

Although China, Russia, India and Pakistan decided
not to attend the London Conference on Libya, the
Washington Post’s front page headline reads,
“World leaders indicate military campaign will
continue until his [Gadaffi] ouster.” The Post
suggests that “leaders” of the world met together
and decided to keep bombing the country until they
crush the current government and replace it with
one that they find acceptable to imperialism.

Classic colonialism also featured the complete
control and direction of the indigenous economy
by the colonizing entity for the purpose of acquiring
natural resources, cheap labor and access to
markets for the industrial and commercial capitalist
interests of the colonizer. This characteristic is
equally present in both classic colonialism and
neocolonialism.

Nkrumah prophetically described the many
variants of the new colonialism, but placed the
primacy of economic penetration as the “normal”
and central method whereby the old colonial
powers retain control over the former colonies.

Africa was plundered and looted and, as a result,
the western capitalists entered the 20th century
with the largest fortunes in the history of the
human race.

One cannot help but think about the Berlin
Conference of 1884 when analyzing the London
Conference of 2011 that took place on March 29.
It was convened by the same imperialist
governments that took part in the 1884 meeting.
Africans were invited this time, but the African
Union refused to attend. Almost all African nations
were absent. Only Tunisia and Morocco sent
representatives.

the formal and legal administrative and military
obligations that belong to government. The indigenous
population provides personnel, administrators,
bureaucrats and soldiers under the command of the
hierarchal authority of the colonizers.

that their motives are pure—saving lives and
promoting freedom. In the case of Libya, they are
moved by the need “to protect civilian lives.”
Another primary difference is the emergence of
neocolonialism as a replacement for the old
colonialism. The anti-colonial uprisings in the
1940s, 1950s and 1960s of the peoples of Africa,
Asia and the Middle East coincided with the
weakeningof Britain, France and the rest of
European capitalist powers as a consequence of
the destruction wrought from World War II. While
the imperialist powers tried to suppress the anticolonial movements, those resisting colonialism
received material support from the USSR, China,
North Korea, East Germany, Czechoslovakia and
later Cuba. Formal independence was achieved by
the former colonies.

want to install a puppet government in Tripoli or,
as an alternative, partition the country and create
client or puppet government that would rule over
Benghazi and the oil-rich eastern territory of Libya.
The new military leader of Libya’s rebel forces just
arrived in Benghazi after having spent the past two
decades in suburban Virginia, according to a March
26 McClatchy Newspapers report.
The United States, Britain and France have spent
over $600 million dropping bombs and missiles on
Libya in just the past week. But they do not expect,
if victorious, to necessarily become the colonial
power on the ground. The exercise of their control
would likely take a different form.

Kwame Nkrumah was overthrown in a CIA-backed
military coup in 1965 while he was on a state visit
to China and North Vietnam. Nkrumah was a
Marxist and a Pan-Africanist. A founder of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU), Nkrumah was
the recipient in 1963 of the Lenin Peace Prize, the
Soviet Union’s version of the Nobel Peace Prize.
When he was ousted by a CIA-backed military
coup, all of the imperialist governments of the west
were jubilant. So much for their embrace of
democracy.

Neocolonialism: Old Masters, New Methods

The bombing war against Libya today should be
condemned without hesitation by all progressive
people. This is a rich man’s war. The global
imperialist order that took shape in the 1880s and
continues today is the greatest violator of human
rights everywhere and the U.S. government is, in
the salient words of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., “the
greatest purveyor of violence in the world today.”

Classic colonialism featured the acquisition by the
colonial entity of the formal state power, and with it

Brian Becker is the national coordinator of
the ANSWER Coalition, answercoalition.org.
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By Conn Hallinan

T

here were two images from the Libyan war that are likely
to spell real trouble in the coming years. One was of several
U.S. A-10 attack planes, ungainly looking machines ugly
enough to be nick named “Warthogs,” taxiing down a runway. The
other was of several rebel fighters dancing on top of a burning tank.
That tank, an old Russian-era T-72, was likely knocked out by one of
those A-10s, which means those rebels fighters are almost certainly
going to be in a world of hurt. Because, while they were celebrating,
they were also breathing in the residue from the shell that killed that
tank, a 30 mm depleted uranium munition (DUA).
DUA is the weapon of choice when it comes to killing armored
vehicles, and A-10s are specialists at using it. The U.S. used 320 tons
of it in the first Gulf War, 10 tons in Kosovo, and over 1,000 tons in
the invasion of Iraq. It is lethal to tanks, but it also damages anything
that comes into contact with it. Common photos back in 1991 were
of U.S. soldiers climbing on top of knocked-out Iraqi tanks to have
their pictures taken or to look for souvenirs. When they did, they
inhaled uranium oxide or impregnated their uniforms with it.
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Killing Libya in
Order to Save It:
Gulf War Syndrome
Depleted uranium is not highly radioactive, but it has a half-life of
4.4 billion years, and, if it gets into your system, it can be very
dangerous. According to the U.S. Environmental Policy Institute, DUA
“has the potential to generate significant medical consequences.”
A stuby by the U.S. Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute
found that DUA could damage bone marrow chromosomes.
Not all of the Gulf War butcher bill can be laid at the feet of DUA.
After 11 years of denying there was anything to GWS, the Pentagon
finally admitted that at least 130,000 soldiers had been exposed to

The soldiers didn’t know better because the U.S. Defense Department
(DOA) told them DUA was harmless, even though the DOA knew
better. In 1991 the U.S. Army’s Armament Munitions and Chemical
Command concluded that “any system struck by DUA penetrator can
be assumed to be contaminated with DU,” and instructed soldiers
to wear protective masks, clothes and respirators “as a minimum,”
and dispose of the clothing afterwards.
The only problem was that the Army never told the troops, even
those whose job it was to deal with vehicles hit by DUA. No one said
a word to the 144th National Guard Supply Company of the
24th Infantry Division which picked up 29 U.S. armored vehicles hit
by DUA “friendly fire” to ship them home. When the tanks and
armored personnel carriers arrived in South Carolina, they were
interned in a radioactive waste dump. If the soldiers didn’t know the
objects were “hot,” the brass did.

Libyan rebels dancing on a tank destroyed with depleted
uranium tipped rockets from U.S. planes
chemical weapon residue when the Iraqi arms depot at Kamisiyah
was blown up. Modern battlefields tend to be toxic nightmares, and
that was doubly so in Iraq.

The effects of low-level radiation are hard to track, because many “hard”
cancers take 16 to 24 years to develop. Iraqi medical authorities claim
that the cancer rate in Basra—an area that was saturated with DUA in
the Gulf war and the Iraq War—has jumped ten fold, and birth defects
are much higher than in the rest of the country.

Many of those members of that National Guard company
subsequently came down with the “Gulf War Syndrome” (GWS) that
afflicted at least 118,000 out of the 700,000 soldiers who served in
the 1990-91 conflict. Veterans suffer from chronic fatigue, headaches,
muscle spasms, joint pains, memory loss, anxiety and balance
problems; were twice as likely to develop amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (Lou Gehrig Disease); and between two and three times
more likely to have children with birth defects.
DUA is one of the most deadly anti-tank weapons around. The enormous
weight of the DUA “arrow” in each shell can penetrate four inches of
armor as if it were margarine. It then explodes in a 10,000-degree fireball
that reduces up 70 percent of the munition to powder. The powder can
travel up to 25 miles from the initial blast site.

subcommittee of the United Nations found that the weapons violated
seven international agreements, including the U.N. Charter and the
Geneva Conventions. Efforts to ban it, however, have been vetoed
by the U.S., France and Britain. In 2009 Belgium became the first
country to ban the use of DUA, and in the same year the Latin
American Parliament voted for a moratorium on its use.
The International Coalition to Ban Uranium Weapons that includes
120 non-governmental organizations is currently lobbying to get the
weapons eliminated.
There are other rough beasts being visited on the Libyans these days
as well, including cluster weapons, highly explosive canisters that
can shred everything from people to tanks. U.S. warplanes have been
dropping CBU-103, 104, 105, and AGM-154 A and B, all of which have
a failure rate of anywhere from 5 to 23 percent. These unexploded
“bomblets” can kill for decades.
During the bombing of Laos from 1964 to 1973, 90 million cluster
munitions were dropped, killing more than 12,000 civilians. The
bomblets continue to exact a yearly toll of 100 to 200 people. More
than 50 million clusters were dropped during the 1991 Gulf War, and
in the two years that followed the war’s end, they killed 1,400 Kuwaiti
citizens. A U.S. company hired to clear cluster weapons from a small
area in Kuwait found 95,700 unexploded MK-118 submunitions from
the notoriously unreliable CBU-99 “Rockeye” cluster bomb.
Unexploded clusters are still causing problems in Kosovo, and they
take a steady toll of civilians in Afghanistan.

But there is no question that DUA was a major contributor to the
syndrome, particularly for those who developed immune related diseases.
A standard effect of radiation is suppression of the immune system.

Cluster bombs
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DUA is also used in 25 mm cannon shells, and 105 MM and 120 MM
tank shells. The Army is using it to manufacture 50-caliber machine
gun ammunition and is experimenting with using it for standard issue
infantry weapons. It is also used to coat armored vehicles, making
them almost impervious to non-DUA shells.
The U.S. is selling DUA to Israel, Egypt, Pakistan, some of our NATO
allies—Germany and Italy won’t use it—Sweden, Taiwan, Saudi
Arabia, Pakistan, Thailand, and other countries that the Pentagon
will not reveal in the name of “national security.”
Depleted uranium is also a highly toxic metal and can damage the
liver and kidneys, particularly if it gets into the water supply. If a DUA
round misses a target, its “penetrators” are so heavy that they tend
to go deep into the soil. “A major concern of the potential
environmental effects of intact [DUA] penetrators or large penetrator
fragments,” notes the World Health Organization, “is the potential
contamination of ground water after weathering.”
Because of the dangers associated with DUA, in August 2002 a

Libya has no-go areas dating back to the Second World War, when
Italians, Germans and British seeded their fronts with land mines.
Whatever government emerges in Libya today will have to deal with
the aftermath of yet another war, this time created by DUA and
cluster weapons. As Dwight Eisenhower once remarked, “The
problem in defense is how far you can go without destroying from
within what you are trying to defend from without.”
Conn Hallinan is a columnist for Foreign Policy In Focus
and the Berkeley Daily Planet and an occasional freelance
medical policy writer. A recipient of a Project Censored
Real News Award, he ran the journalism program at the
University of California-Santa Cruz, where he was a
provost. He can be reached at: ringoanne@sbcglobal.net.

The New Invasion of Africa
By Amiri Baraka, March 21, 2011
So it wd be this way
That they wd get a negro
To bomb his own home
To join with the actual colonial
Powers, Britain, France, add Poison Hillary
With Israeli and Saudi to make certain
That revolution in Africa must have a stopper
So call in the white people who long tasted our blood
They would be the copper, overthrow Libya
With some bullshit humanitarian scam
With the negro yapping to make it seem right (far right)
But that’s how Africa got enslaved by the white
A negro selling his own folk, delivering us to slavery
In the middle of the night. When will you learn poet
And remember it so you know it
Imperialism can look like anything
Can be quiet and intelligent and even have
A pretty wife. But in the end, it is insatiable
And if it needs to, it will take your life.
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From the Afghan Youth Peace Volunteers

Reconciliation of Civil Hearts:
The Ordinary Voice of Peace from Afghanistan
David Swanson of warisacrime.org sent this from Afghanistan. The Afghan
Youth Peace Volunteers posted this letter just before David and Kathy
Kelly arrived with others from Voices for Creative Nonviolence.

S

alam, ‘aleikum! We welcome you and the possibility of peace
to this forgotten but gorgeous place. We thank you for your
hearts of peace in joining us today.

We, the ordinary youth of Afghanistan, have a message of peace for
you, for all the respected leaders of our disconnected world and in
particular, for the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize Winner President Obama.

and humanity as much as violence and war are.
Many of us are suffering at the expense of a few, so though the few
rich and powerful are loud and dominant, their monopoly is neither
moral nor democratic. We may be suffering, but suffering eyes can
still see, not with the sight that sees only appearances, but with the
insight that sees beyond words to raw but real meanings.

‘Please stop killing us.’

Thus, while we understand the U.S./NATO coalition’s concern with
security, we desire just as much that they would leave us responsibly
and leave us soon.

We are the youth of the mountains who do not represent any political
or religious views except for those views which make us truly human,
capable of acting in love and truth, in good times as well as in tragedy.

We face great problems indeed but we also have courage because
the magnificent Afghan outdoors surrounds us and we have within
us an even greater desire for creative, nonviolent solutions.
We cannot remain silent to our conscience in firmly disagreeing with
the current Afghan government/Taliban/U.S./NATO militarized
approach to our country’s problems.
America is the largest arms dealer in the world and the world’s
superpowers have enough nuclear warheads to destroy this beautiful
place, Afghanistan, and our whole earth 10 times over. Thus, we
think that neither America nor any other world power has a logical
or moral right and capacity to bring us true peace.
In our collapsing world today, rhetoric has been shattered by actions
that prove that the majority of the world’s effort and wealth in
Afghanistan is directed toward war, and our common and apparently
worthless deaths prove again and again that no human being wins,
so we ask to be spared the frustration, disappointment and grief of
such discrepancies.
We desire reconciliation. It’s time to struggle for a reconciliation of
civil hearts instead of fueling a clash or confrontation of civilizations.
We wish to converse as equal, fellow human beings, without the
need for guns and bombs.
We desire to patiently build our nation. So while we appreciate your
friendship and partnership, we desire just as much to trek on our own
paths, build our own parks, and choose which of our own mountains
to climb.
We desire the dignity of working with our own hands and walking with
our own legs. We ask for assistance that builds factories, industries,
roads, and an economy that would help us to stand on our own.
We desire justice and truth. So we ask for your support in denying
space to corruption, fraud, lies, and deceptions and in quenching the
abusive greed for power and money that are destroying our society

We desire the security that other peaceful nations have. The Taliban
had wreaked havoc in this valley too. And killed many of us. Our
people fled from them across this very Hindu Kush mountain range.
We do not accept their violent actions just as we do not accept the
violent solutions the world has been counting on. We have become
a terror to one another, in our inconsiderate actions and in our
cowardly silence, and this must stop.
We hope to continue the 10 years of security in Bamiyan by refusing
violence and by refusing to take revenge. And we wish to refuse the
“insurgent” any further excuse to hurt us because of a foreign presence;
brothers killing brothers, friends killing friends, humans killing one another.

We are struggling because it seems that nowadays, the voice of war
has its space and its rights; we wonder if the voice of peace has
equal space and rights. We wish to raise our voice of peace to give
it a chance, without fear or shame.

We are tired of war and we share with brothers and sisters
everywhere a common aspiration to live in peace.

kind of friendships in which we can say to one another and to all
others, “For you, a thousand times over.”

Left to right: Abdullah, Ali, Gulenai.
Perhaps, we have deeper anger, hatred and fears but we believe that
humanity cannot overcome such giants with bloodshed. We learn to
overcome them when we understand each other, so we ask for the
nurturing of wide-scale, local and international humane relationships
that would build empathy for our shared human condition, restore
trust, and tear down barriers.
We need to explore human relationships and nonviolent options like
we pursue science, so that we can fulfill the enormous generational
responsibility spelled out in the original charter of the United Nations:
“We, the peoples of the United Nations, determined to save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war… . And for these
ends to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another
as good neighbors … have resolved to combine our efforts to
accomplish these aims.”—Preamble, Charter of the United Nations
Your soldiers individually mean well but we are not willing, like the
majority of ordinary Americans and Europeans today, that any of
them should perish, just as we’re concerned that not one more of
our countrymen should die a violent death.
The world should not move along the unilateral, one-track path of
violence and militarism anymore. We cannot cope; no human can.
We should work together to walk along the multiple treks that lead
us to beauty, to dreams, and to those values, virtues, and thoughtful
conversations that every heart longs for.
So please, we ask that the world shift her engagement with our
sovereign country to a civilian approach. We should have as many
civil forums, as many civil negotiations, as many civil discussions,
and as many civil occasions for relationship-building as are imaginatively possible. We believe that these civil efforts cannot be accomplished through either our local military or any foreign military
because humankind cannot build relations with weapons.
We desire to recover those friendships captured by Khaled Husseini,
the UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador, in his book the Kite Runner, the

We want all violence and fighting to end.
We want the Taliban, all Afghan warlords including the many warlords
holding power in our present government, all regional powerbrokers,
and the U.S./NATO forces to cease their operations, and to be brought
to account for the killings they each are responsible for.
We need to travel this history and this future on our own.
You need not fear. We, the youth of Afghanistan, will ask for your
help again if our paths take us to unmanageable scenarios, even in
open spaces as free and as quiet as this. For then, we expect nothing
but what our humanity guides each of us to do, to help a brother,
sister, friend, or fellow human being in time of need.
Despite past betrayal, Hassan, the Hazara boy in Kite Runner, wrote
a letter to his Pushtoon friend Amir, which got to Amir only after
Hassan’s death. In it, we find some of our hopes too. “We dream
that God will guide us to a better day. We dream that our sons will
grow up to be good persons. We dream that lawla flowers will bloom
in the streets of Kabul again and rubab music will play in the samovar
houses and kites will fly in the blue skies. And we dream that some
day you will return to Afghanistan to revisit. If you do, you’ll find an
old faithful friend waiting for you. There is a way to be good again.”
We trust that the heart of peace in President Obama and in all men would
help Afghanistan and the world toward true peace and reconciliation.
Thank you very much or as we say in Afghanistan, a world of thanks!
From the bottom of our hearts: Be courageous! Be happy! And be at
peace!
The Afghan Youth Peace Volunteers … on Our Journey to
Smile: ourjourneytosmile.com/blog, livewithoutwars/org,
globaldayoflistening.org
An additional thought: Our voice for every heart, including ourselves—humanity has taken too long and lost too many in
implementing nonviolent, civil ways to resolve human conflict. We
human beings can do better than repeatedly resorting to force and
war to address human hurts and needs. Stop the killings, stop killing
one another, stop killing the people. Stop killing us.
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U.S. Wars on the Middle
East: Wrong Because
They Cost So Much?

Or Are They Just Wrong, Immoral, Unjust,
and Against Humanity’s Interests?
By Debra Sweet
U.S. occupations, bombs, and secret operations
have wreaked havoc in the Middle East since 2001,
sold to the public on the basis of being in the
“United States’ national interest.”

not in our financial interests, are we any different
than those who wage these wars because it is in
their financial interests?

People living in this country have, above all, a
moral responsibility to end the U.S. government’s
wars on the Middle East. Some in the antiwar
t3 PMMJOH 4UPOF SFQPSUFE UIBU JO  UIF
movement argue that the way to motivate people
5th Stryker Brigade’s “Kill Team” went on a
to act is to appeal to what they the call peoples’
shooting spree, killing unarmed Afghan civilians
“immediate economic interests.” We don’t agree.
and mutilating corpses for fun, while U.S. NATO
bombing raids kill even more civilians this year A very basic problem with the slogan “money for
than last. The U.S. detains hundreds of Afghans jobs and education, not for wars and occupation”
in Bagram, without charges, lawyers, or rights is that, while it’s a choice almost everyone would
… and Guantanamo remains open, in spite of make, it’s not the choice people running this
Obama’s declaration over two years ago that he country make. Wherever there’s the most profit to
would close it as a “stain on America’s be made—in speculative financial instruments, in
conscience.”
exploiting global resources, in producing evert5IF64PDDVQBUJPOPG*SBRDBVTFEUIFXPSTU
humanitarian crisis of our time: over 4.1 million
refugees over the last 8 years; 1.2 million killed;
the wholesale destruction of the infrastructure,
agriculture, electrical, and educational systems.
Still in Iraq are 50,000 troops rebranded from
“combat” to “advisers” and tens of thousands
of private mercenaries at 17 permanent bases.
t0CBNBIBTJODSFBTFEVONBOOFEESPOFBUUBDLT
and secret operations in Pakistan and Yemen,
killing hundreds of civilians. The administration
of the Nobel Peace Laureate continues to
support repressive regimes in Yemen and
Bahrain, against the demands of their people,
but mounted a $1 billion bombing and secret
o p e r a t io n in L ib y a, u n d e r c o v e r o f
“humanitarianism” and with the collusion of the
former colonial powers France and Britain, using
the same weapons that could be used in an
often threatened attack on Iran.
It’s an outrage that this government spent $2
trillion on military aggression since 9/11, more than
all the other countries combined. Officially, in this
country, one in seven live in poverty and the richest
1 percent increased their income during this
recession. Homelessness, criminal lack of
healthcare, and 2.4 million poor people imprisoned
are the “American way” as much as U.S. domination
of other countries and the wanton exploitation of
the earth’s resources.
But suppose the richest country in the world
provided jobs, education, healthcare for all the
people living here, would it then be OK to kill people
indiscriminately and in protracted occupations for
empire? If we oppose this war purely because it is

If we oppose this war
purely because it is
not in our financial
interests, are we any
different than those
who wage these wars
because it is in their
financial interests?

Ela Toghat Al Alaam
(To the Tyrants of the World)
By Abu al Qasim Al-Shab, Tunisia
Hey you, the unfair tyrants …
You the lovers of the darkness …
You the enemies of life …
You’ve made fun of innocent people’s wounds; and your palm covered with their blood
You kept walking while you were deforming the charm of existence and growing
seeds of sadness in their land
Wait, don’t let the spring, the clearness of the sky and the shine of the morning light
fool you …
Because the darkness, the thunder rumble and the blowing of the wind are coming
toward you from the horizon
Beware because there is a fire underneath the ash
Who grows thorns will reap wounds
You’ve taken off heads of people and the flowers of hope; and watered the cure of the
sand
with blood and tears until it was drunk
The blood’s river will sweep you away and you will be burned by the fiery storm.

I Am The People
By Ahmad Fu’ad Nigm, Egypt
I am the people, marching, and I know my way

cheaper consumer goods, in the “defense”
industry—is where capital is flowing. We don’t
get to vote on that process. The “change” the
Democrats brought has been to increase the
amount the government spends on the wars and
military, protecting the global U.S. empire.
Why are aggressive wars sold by U.S. government
leaders as being “in the national interest?” We
need to stop falling for that old line. If we don’t
want to live in an empire, we must stand up for
the whole planet, and act in the interests of
humanity.
Debra Sweet is the Director of World Can’t
Wait, www.worldcantwait.net. Since the
age of 19, when she confronted Richard
Nixon face to face and told him to stop the
war in Vietnam, she has been a leader in
the opposition to U.S. wars and invasions.
She can be reached at debrasweet@
worldcantwait.org.

My struggle is my weapon, my determination my friend
I fight the nights and with my hope’s eyes
I determine where true morning lies.
I am the people, marching, and I know my way
I am the people
My hand lights life,
makes deserts green, devastates tyrants,
raising truths, banners on guns,
my history becomes my lighthouse and comrade.
I am the people, marching, and I know my way
no matter how many prisons they build
no matter how much their dogs try to betray
my day will break and my fire will destroy
seas of dogs and prisons out of my way.
I am the people and the sun is a rose in my sleeve
the day’s fire horses galloping in my blood
my children will defeat every oppressor.
Who can stand in my way?
I am the people, marching, and I know my way.
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Why Mubarak Fell:

The Incredible Power of Nonviolent Protest

By Michael Schwartz

M

emo to President Obama: Given the absence of
intelligent intelligence and the inadequacy of your
advisers’ advice, it’s not surprising that your handling
of the Egyptian uprising has set new standards for foreign policy
incoherence and incompetence. Perhaps a primer on how to judge
the power that can be wielded by mass protest will prepare you
better for the next round of political upheavals.
Remember the uprising in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square in 1989? That was
also a huge, peaceful protest for democracy, but it was crushed with
savage violence. Maybe the memory of that event convinced you and
your team that, as Secretary of State Clinton announced when the
protests began, the Mubarak regime was “stable” and in “no danger of
falling.” Or maybe your confidence rested on the fact that it featured a
disciplined modern army trained and supplied by the USA.
But it fell, and you should have known that it was in grave danger.
You should have known that the prognosis for this uprising was far
better than the one that ended in a massacre in Tiananmen Square;
that it was more likely to follow the pattern of people power in Tunisia,
where only weeks before another autocrat had been driven from
power, or Iran in 1979 and Poland in 1989.
Since your intelligence people, including the CIA, obviously didn’t tell you,
let me offer you an explanation for why the Egyptian protesters proved
so much more successful in fighting off the threat and reality of violence
than their Chinese compatriots, and why they were so much better
equipped to deter an attack by a standing army. Most importantly, let

me fill you in on why, by simply staying in the streets and adhering to
their commitment to nonviolence, they were able to topple a tyrant with
30 years seniority and the backing of the United States from the pinnacle
of power, sweeping him into the dustbin of history.
When Does an Army Choose to Be Nonviolent?
One possible answer—a subtext of mainstream media coverage—
is that the Egyptian military, unlike its Chinese counterpart, decided
not to crush the rebellion, and that this forbearance enabled the
protest to succeed. However, this apparently reasonable argument
actually explains nothing unless we can answer two intertwined
questions that flow from it.
The first is: Why was the military so restrained this time around, when for
50 years, “it has stood at the core of a repressive police state.” The
second is: Why couldn’t the government, even without a military ready
to turn its guns on the demonstrators, endure a few more days, weeks,
or months of protest, while waiting for the uprising to exhaust itself,
and—as the BBC put it —”have the whole thing fizzle out”?
The answer to both questions lies in the remarkable impact that the
protest had on the Egyptian economy. Mubarak and his cohort (as
well as the military, which is the country’s economic powerhouse)
were alarmed that the business “paralysis induced by the protests”
was “having a huge impact on the creaking economy” of Egypt. As
Finance Minister Samir Radwin said two weeks into the uprising,
the economic situation was “very serious” and that “the longer the
stalemate continues, the more damaging it is.”

From their inception, the huge protests threatened the billions of
dollars that the leaders and chief beneficiaries of the Mubarak regime
had acquired during their 30-year reign of terror, corruption, and
accumulation. To the generals in particular, it was surely apparent
that the massive acts of brutality necessary to suppress the uprising
would have caused perhaps irreparable harm, threatening its vast
economic interests. In other words, either trying to outwait the
revolutionaries or imposing the Tiananmen solution risked the
downfall of the economic empires of Egypt’s ruling groups.
But why would either of those responses destroy the economy?
Squeezing the Life Out of the Mubarak Regime
Put simply, from the beginning, the Egyptian uprising had the effect
of a general strike. Starting on Jan. 25, the first day of the protest,
tourism—the largest industry in the country, which had just begun
its high season—went into free fall. After two weeks, the industry
had simply “ground to a halt,” leaving a significant portion of the two
million workers it supported with reduced wages or none at all, and
the few remaining tourists rattling around empty hotels, catching
the pyramids, if at all, on television.
Since pyramids and other Egyptian sites attract more than a million
visitors a month and account for at least 5 percent of the Egyptian
economy, tourism alone (given the standard multiplier effect) may
account for over 15 percent of the country’s cash flow. Not
surprisingly, then, news reports soon began mentioning revenue
losses of up to $310 million per day. In an economy with an annual
gross domestic product (GDP) of well over $200 billion, each day that
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Mubarak clung to office produced a tangible and growing decline in
it. After two weeks of this ticking time bomb, Crédit Agricole, the
largest banking group in France, lowered its growth estimate for the
country’s economy by 32 percent.
The initial devastating losses in the tourist, hotel, and travel sectors of
the Egyptian economy hit industries dominated by huge multinational
corporations and major Egyptian business groups dependent on a
constant flow of revenues. When cash flow dies, loan payments must
still be made, hotels heated, airline schedules kept, and many employees,
especially executives, paid. In such a situation, losses start mounting
fast, and even the largest companies can face a crisis quickly. The
situation was especially ominous because it was known that skittish
travelers would be unlikely to return until they were confident that no
further disruptions would occur.
The largest of businesses, local and multinational, are not normally prone
to inactivity. They are the ones likely to move most quickly to stem a tide
of red ink by agitating the government to suppress such a protest,
hopefully yesterday. But the staggering size of even the early
demonstrations, the face of a mobilizing civil society visibly shedding 30
years of passivity, proved stunning. The fiercely brave response to police
attacks, in which repression was met by masses of new
demonstrators pouring into the streets, made it clear that brutal
suppression would not quickly silence these protests. Such acts were
more likely to prolong the disruptions and possibly amplify the uprising.
Even if Washington was slow on the uptake, it didn’t take long for
the relentlessly repressive Egyptian ruling clique to grasp the fact
that large-scale, violent suppression was an impossible-to-implement
strategy. Once the demonstrations involved hundreds of thousands,
if not millions, of Egyptians, a huge and bloody suppression
guaranteed long-term economic paralysis and ensured that the tourist
trade wasn’t going to rebound for months or longer.
The paralysis of the tourism industry was, in itself, an economic time
bomb that threatened the viability of the core of the Egyptian
capitalist class, as long as the demonstrations continued. Recovery
could only begin after a “return to normal life,” a phrase that became
synonymous with the end of the protests in the rhetoric of the
government, the military, and the mainstream media. With so many
fortunes at stake, the business classes, foreign and domestic, soon
enough began entertaining the most obvious and least disruptive
solution: Mubarak’s departure.
Strangling the Mubarak Regime
The attack on tourism, however, was just the first blow in what rapidly
became the protestors’ true weapon of mass disruption, its increasing
stranglehold on the economy. The crucial communications and
transportation industries were quickly engulfed in chaos and
disrupted by the demonstrations. The government at first shut
down the Internet and mobile phone service in an effort to deny the
protestors their means of communication and organization, including
Facebook and Twitter. When they were reopened, these services
operated imperfectly, in part because of the increasingly rebellious
behavior of their own employees.
Similar effects were seen in transportation, which became unreliable
and sporadic, either because of government shutdowns aimed at
crippling the protests or because the protests interfered with normal
operations. And such disruptions quickly rippled outward to the many
sectors of the economy, from banking to foreign trade, for which
communication and/or transportation was crucial.
As the demonstrations grew, employees, customers, and suppliers
of various businesses were ever more consumed with preparations
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for, participation in, or recovery from the latest protest, or protecting
homes from looters and criminals after the government called the
police force off the streets. On Fridays especially, many people left
work to join the protest during noon prayers, abandoning their offices
as the country immersed itself in the next big demonstration—and
then the one after.
As long as the protests were sustained, as long as each new
crescendo matched or exceeded the last, the economy continued to
die while business and political elites became ever more desperate
for a solution to the crisis.
The Rats Leave the Sinking Ship of State
After each upsurge in protest, Mubarak and his cronies offered new
concessions aimed at quieting the crowds. These, in turn, were taken
as signs of weakness by the protestors, only convincing them of their
strength, amplifying the movement, and driving it into the heart of
the Egyptian working class and the various professional guilds. By
the start of the third week of demonstrations, protests began to hit
critical institutions directly.
On Feb. 9, reports of a widening wave of strikes in major industries around
the country began pouring in, as lawyers, medical workers, and other
professionals also took to the streets with their grievances. In a single
day, tens of thousands of employees in textile factories, newspapers
and other media companies, government agencies (including the post
office), sanitation workers and bus drivers, and—most significant of
all—workers at the Suez Canal began demanding economic concessions
as well as the departure of Mubarak.
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on the government apparatus itself.
At that point, a rats-leaving-a-sinking-ship-of-state phenomenon
burst into public visibility as “several large companies took out
advertisements in local newspapers putting distance between
themselves and the regime.” Guardian reporter Jack Shenker affirmed
this public display by quoting informed sources describing widespread
“nervousness among the business community” about the viability of
the regime, and that “a lot of people you might think are in bed with
Mubarak have privately lost patience.”
It was this tightening noose around the neck of the Mubarak regime
that made the remarkable protests of these last weeks so different
from those in Tiananmen Square. In China, the demonstrators had
negligible economic and political leverage. In Egypt, the option of a
brutal military attack, even if “successful” in driving them off the
streets, seemed to all but guarantee the deepening of an already
dire economic crisis, subjecting ever widening realms of the
economy—and so the wealth of the military—to the risk of
irreparable calamity.
Perhaps Mubarak would have been willing to sacrifice all this to stay
in power. As it happened, a growing crew of movers and shakers,
including the military leadership, major businessmen, foreign
investors, and interested foreign governments saw a far more
appealing alternative solution.
Weil Ziada, head of research for a major Egyptian financial firm, spoke
for the business and political class when he told Guardian reporterJack
Shenker on Feb. 11:

Put simply, from the beginning,
the Egyptian uprising had the effect
of a general strike.
Since the Suez Canal is second only to tourism as a source of income
for the country, a sit-in there, involving up to 6,000 workers, was
particularly ominous. Though the protestors made no effort to close
the canal, the threat to its operation was self-evident.
A shutdown of the canal would have been not just an Egyptian but a
world calamity: a significant proportion of the globe’s oil flows through
that canal, especially critical for energy-starved Europe. A substantial
shipping slowdown, no less a shutdown, threatened a possible renewal
of the worldwide recession of 2008-2009, even as it would choke off
the Egyptian government’s major source of steady income.
As if this weren’t enough, the demonstrators turned their attention
to various government institutions, attempting to render
them “nonfunctional.” The day after the president’s third refusal to
step down, protestors claimed that many regional capitals, including
Suez, Mahalla, Mansoura, Ismailia, Port Said, and even Alexandria
(the country’s major Mediterranean port), were “free of the
regime”—purged of Mubarak officials, state-controlled
communications, and the hated police and security forces. In Cairo,
the national capital, demonstrators began to surround the parliament,
the state TV building, and other centers critical to the national
government. Alaa Abd El Fattah, an activist and well known political
blogger in Cairo, told Democracy Now! that the crowd “could continue
to escalate, either by claiming more places or by actually moving
inside these buildings, if the need comes.” With the economy choking
to death, the demonstrators were now moving to put a hammerlock

“Anti-government sentiment is not calming down, it is gaining
momentum. … This latest wave is putting a lot more pressure on
not just the government but the entire regime; protesters have made
their demands clear and there’s no rowing back now. Everything is
going down one route. There are two or three scenarios, but all
involve the same thing: Mubarak stepping down—and the business
community is adjusting its expectations accordingly.”
The next day, President Hosni Mubarak resigned and left Cairo.
President Obama, remember this lesson: If you want to avoid future
foreign policy Obaminations, be aware that nonviolent protest has
the potential to strangle even the most brutal regime, if it can
definitively threaten the viability of its core industries. In these
circumstances, a mass movement equipped with fearsome weapons
of mass disruption can topple a tyrant equipped with fearsome
weapons of mass destruction.
Copyright 2011 Michael Schwartz
A professor of sociology at Stony Brook State University,
Michael Schwartz is the author of War Without End: The
Iraq War in Context . Schwar t z’s work on protest
movements, contentious politics, and the arc of U.S.
imperialism has appeared in numerous academic and
popular outlets over the past 40 years. He is a TomDispatch
regular. His email address is ms42@optonl.
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‘We Are Freedom Fighters’

Vittorio
… continued from page 1
heroism.
On Vik’s birthday, I didn’t go to his party, but some
of our mutual trusted friends bought a cake and
went to his apartment to celebrate it. Guess what
they found him doing on his own birthday? My
friends told me he was crying because his father’s
health condition was critical. Isn’t that rare? Who
of us would do a similar thing nowadays? I assume
very few. When he was supposed to be there for
his father taking care of him, though painful to him,
he bore this burden to the land of pain, Gaza, where
he chose to belong.
One’s death is compensated for by the legacy he
or she leaves. It is the comfort which spurs other
followers to hold the torch again and continue on
the path towards freedom and justice. Vik left
behind a treasure of human principles and values
for everyone who wants to be a human. “Stay
Human,” the title of his book, alone would fill the
world peace and justice.
Yes we are sorry, and we know we are not going
to see him again, but his heroic deeds and
honorable achievements will never die. His eternal
memories will remain a source of inspiration to all
of us. And if they managed to eliminate his body,
they will never be able to kill his ubiquitous soul,
and many others will take the same route.
Vik, you did a great job … much reverence to your
soul …
Mohammed Said Alnadi lives in Gaza.

… continued from page 1
Julian had tried to get his film Arna’s Children,
which documents his mother’s extraordinary
transformation from a young settler in 1948 to a
drama teacher in the Jenin refugee camp, shown
widely. As he discusses in the previously
unpublished interview that follows, the film met
with little success the first time. In 2006, he
returned, and I met him at a screening of his film
in Boston.

Despite the small numbers in attendance that night
(which Juliano loudly called attention to), one
grasped the astonishment that this rare and
unforgettable work evoked. Juliano paced the
room after the film, a passionate cadence rising in
his voice as he described the devastations of
occupation and the hazards of filmmaking.
Though Arna’s Children is a documentary, the time
markers of the film relegate it closer to a work of
fiction. Like other artworks centered on the loss of
historic Palestine, most notably in Ghassan
Kanafani’s Returning to Haifa, Juliano constructed
a narrative that is almost impossible to recreate
or imagine from any other point of view.
In one sequence, a shot of Juliano alongside his
mother’s wrapped body at a hospital is bound with
a subsequent shot of the Israeli army bulldozing
Arna’s Stone Theatre in April 2002. The Stone
Theatre was part of Arna’s larger cultural project,
Care and Learning, founded to allow the children
of Jenin—faced with a crushing and seemingly
inescapable military occupation—a creative outlet

Letter from
Egidia Beretta
Arrigoni,
Mother of
Vittorio
Arrigoni

for their chronic trauma. The theater was leveled
by the Israeli incursion, which Juliano captured on
film. The montages of destruction—his mother’s
corpse and the ruins of the beloved theater—are
superimposed as mutually ravaged bodies.
I interviewed Juliano at Boston’s South Station on
April 4, 2006, just before he caught a train to the
New York screening—exactly five years before he
was killed just outside the Freedom Theatre in
Jenin, the locus of his life’s most notable work.
Juliano’s résumé as an actor is well documented,
and the details of his biography are sure to be
revisited in the aftermath of his murder. It was his
cinematic and personal relationship to the refugee
camp in Jenin and his complex relationship to Israel
that most concerned us in this conversation.
Juliano’s tone will be familiar to all who knew him:
brutally honest, sardonic, and always with an
unflinching eye toward the original historic pitfalls
of Israel and the Palestinians. He candidly
discusses the social engineering of Israeli society,
his mother’s visionary work in Jenin and his own
path from paratrooper to filmmaker/activist. My
hope is that it is read as a fragment of discourse
alongside the rest of his film and activism work,
which together formed the unlikely and
uncompromising triumph of art, what artist Paul
Chan has called “freedom without force.”
Following is an excerpt from my 2006 interview
with Juliano.
Mar yam Monalisa Gharavi: How long

One has to die to become a hero, to hit the headlines
and to have TV crews around the house, but does
one have to die to stay human? I recall Vittorio in the
Christmas of 2005, detained and incarcerated in the
Ben Gurion Airport, the scars left by the handcuffs
that cut his wrists, the denial of any contact with the
consulate, the farcical process. And I recall Easter
that same year, when just across the Allenby Bridge
at the Jordanian border the Israeli police blocked his
entrance in the country, put him on a bus and, seven
against one (one of the seven was a policewoman),
they beat him up “with skill,” without leaving any
external marks, like the real professionals they are,
then hurling him to the ground and throwing at his
face, as a last scar to add to the others, the hair they
had ripped off him with their machines. Vittorio was
unwanted in Israel. Too subversive, for having joined
his friend Gabriele one year earlier and demonstrated
along with the women and men of the village of Budrus
against the Wall of Shame, teaching them the lyrics
and singing together our most beautiful partisan song
“O bella ciao, ciao … .” Back then no TV crew came
by, not even when in the fall of 2008 a commando
attacked in Palestinian waters off Rafah the fishing
boat he had boarded. Vittorio was incarcerated in

was Arna’s Children banned in Israel?
Juliano Mer-Khamis: It was not really banned.
It was silenced.
Journalists who wanted to write about the film
could not get through the editorial decisions. There
were two TV programs made about the film and
canceled at the last moment. We could not find a
distributor in Israel or cinemas to screen it. There
were certain moments when some critics and
journalists used the film as an outlet for their own
frustrations, which were imposed on them by
censorship and by directing or imposing a very
certain discourse on the media by the government.
I’m talking about issuing papers, in which were
written “words you can use and cannot use,”
“certain questions you are not allowed to ask,” and
the way you [are allowed to] ask those questions.
If you speak to a Palestinian or to the military you
have to change your expressions and the terms you
use. So this outlet gave them the courage, I believe,
to write, and since then they legitimized the film
in Israel and it was screened all over the country.
MMG: Arna gave a poignant speech upon
accepting the Right Livelihood Award at the
Swedish parliament. She said that as Rosh Pina
[the Israeli settlement where she lived following
the Palestinian Nakba of 1948] grew and developed,
the nearby Arab village al-Jauna was “erased from
the face of the earth,” its Palestinian inhabitants
becoming refugees, along with 700,000 others,
“through sheer robbery and forced displacement.”
continued on page 23 …

Ramle and soon after sent back home with nothing
but the clothes on his body. Nevertheless, I cannot
but be thankful to the press and television that have
approached us with composure, that have “besieged”
our home with restraint, without excesses and that
have given me the chance to talk about Vittorio and
about his ideals and the choices he made. This lost
child of mine is more alive than ever before, like the
grain that has fallen to the ground and died to bring
forth a plentiful harvest. I see it and hear it already in
the words of his friends, above all the younger among
them, some closer, some from afar. Through Vittorio,
they have known and understood, and now even more,
how one can give “Utopia” a meaning, like the thirst
for justice and peace, how fraternity and solidarity still
stand and how, as Vittorio used to say, “Palestine can
also be found at your doorsteps.” We were a long way
from Vittorio, but now we are closer than ever, with his
living presence magnified at every passing hour, like
a wind from Gaza, from his beloved Mediterranean,
blowing fierily to deliver the message of his hope and
of his love for those without a voice, for the weak and
the oppressed, passing the baton.
Stay human.
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… continued from page 22
What do you think stops other Israelis from coming
to the same conclusion as your mother?
JMK: That’s a very interesting question. I’ll give
you just the framework in which I can analyze this
process of history that enabled Israel to confiscate,
to settle, and to colonize Palestine and not go
through the path my mother chose. The reasons
are many but the main reason is that since the
Zionist movement was created, it manipulated the
history of the Jews, especially the Holocaust
period, and used forces around it to create one of
the most successful colonies in Palestine. And
since then, the victim philosophy or victim theory
or victim policy of Jews and Israelis used all means
and all aspects in their history since the pogroms—
what they call the persecutions in Russia during
the Czar period—til the announcement of hundreds
of suicide warnings coming to Israel. From that to
here, we see a policy of fear, a ghetto mentality, a
policy that distracts the average Israeli from the
truth. Frightened and victimized people can justify
any crime they do, and it enables them to live with
their conscience in a very comfortable way like
most of the Israelis. Once you are a victim, it’s very
easy to create dehumanization and demonization
of the other, and this is the success of the first
Israeli propaganda in the Zionist movement.
MMG: In the scene of your mother’s body at the
mortuary, you comment somewhat half-heartedly
that the only place that would bury her was the
kibbutz. What happened after she died?
JMK: My mother could not be buried because she
refused to be buried in a religious ceremony or
funeral. Israel is not a democracy; it’s a theocracy.
The religion is not separated from the state so all
issues concerning the privacy of life—marriage,
burial and many other aspects—are controlled by
the religious authorities, so you cannot be buried
in a civilian funeral. The only way to do it is buy a
piece of land in some kibbutzim, which refused to
sell us a piece of land because of the politics of my
mother. It’s not a very popular thing in a civilian,
non-religious way. And then I had to take the coffin
home. And it stayed in my house for three days and
I could not find a place to bury her. So I announced
in a press conference that she was going to be
buried in the garden of my house. There was a big
scandal, police came, a lot of TV and media [came],
violent warnings were issued against me. There
were big demonstrations around the house, til I got
a phone call from friends from a kibbutz, Ramot
Menashe, who are from the left side of the map,
and they came from Argentina. Nice Zionist Israelis,
maybe post-Zionist. They offered a piece of land
there. And the funny thing is that while we were
looking for a place to bury my mother, there were
discussions in Jenin to offer me to bring her for
burial there, in the shahid’s[martyr’s] graveyard.
They told me there was one Fatah leader, who was

humorously saying, “Well, guys, look, it’s an honor
to have Arna with us here, a great honor, the only
thing is maybe in about fifty years’ time some
Jewish archaeologists will come here and say there
are some Jewish bones here and they’re going to
confiscate the land of Jenin.” [Laughs] They do it.
Even if they find the Jewish bones of a dog, they
take the place. That’s the place they do it. Every
place they confiscate they find the bones of a Jew
and that’s how they justify the ownership of the

to turn the pyramid upside down again, and I mean
to use the propaganda to turn the question [upside
down]. The question is not about the Israeli
soldiers’ violence. You don’t have to heal the
children in Jenin. We didn’t try to heal their
violence.
We tried to challenge it into more productive ways.
And more productive ways are not an alternative
to resistance. What we were doing in the theatre
is not trying to be a replacement or an alternative
Photo by Saif Dahlah
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Palestinian women mourn the death of Juliano Mer-Khamis
land, by finding bones.
MMG: There was a recent, widely pub licized Haaretz poll that 68 percent of Israelis would
not live in the same building as an Arab.
JMK: I have it here.
MMG: So the logic runs that if you don’t want to
live next to a Palestinian, why be buried next to
one?
JMK: Yeah. And almost 50 percent of Israelis think
the Arabs inside the ‘48 [boundary], inside Israel,
are a [demographic] and security threat. These are
their neighbors, so imagine what kind of
relationships, imagine what kind of democracy this
is.
MMG: I thought one of the most important scenes
in the film occurred when Alaa’s house, as well as
Ashraf’s [two of Arna’s theatre students in the film],
had been destroyed in Jenin, and your mother asks
them to express their anger, even to hit her. You
end up with this tension, as elsewhere in the film,
of a tragicomedy. You find the audience laughing
through their teeth.
JMK: [Arna] was trained as a psychodramatist.
She was successful at it.
MMG: How would you respond to pro-Zionists
watching your film, that despite your mother’s
“rehabilitation of the Arab mind,” the child actors
become “terrorists?”
JMK: It’s a very sick question, not yours, but the
pro-Zionist attitude that thinks the problem of
violence is the violence of children and not the
violence of the Israeli occupation and it’s exactly

to the resistance of the Palestinians in the struggle
for liberation. Just the opposite. This must be clear.
I know it’s not good for fundraising, because I’m
not a social worker, I’m not a good Jew going to
help the Arabs, and I’m not a philanthropic
Palestinian who comes to feed the poor. We are
joining, by all means, the struggle for liberation of
the Palestinian people, which is our liberation
struggle. Everybody who is connected to this
project says that he feels that he is also occupied
by the Zionist movement, by the military regime of
Israel, and by its policy. Either he lives in Jenin, or
in Haifa, or in Tel Aviv. Nobody joined this project
to heal. We’re not healers. We’re not good
Christians. We are freedom fighters.
MMG: The film was canceled in many cities?
JMK: Yeah, the screenings of it. It was sold, but
not broadcast and also in Israel in many places. I
don’t know, this is for you to judge, but I believe
that people will try to boycott or create difficulties
to screen this film. Of course, that’s why we’re
pushing it so hard, trying to do it by ourselves. But
just to clarify the theatre [question], joining the
Palestinian intifada, by our definition: we believe
that the strongest struggle today should be cultural,
moral. This must be clear. We are not teaching the
boys and the girls how to use arms or how to create
explosives, but we expose them to discourse of
liberation, of liberty. We expose them to art,
culture, music—which I believe can create better
people for the future, and I hope that some of them,
some of our friends in Jenin, will lead … and
continue the resistance against the occupation
through this project, through this theatre.
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MMG: Israeli director Yehuda “Judd” Ne’eman
says he came to filmmaking “through the
slaughterhouse of modern warfare.” He says he
was disillusioned by art in the face of war
atrocities, but, I’m quoting, “When the situation in
my country deteriorates politically, when my body
deteriorates physically, it’s high time to believe in
art.” Is that different or similar to your own mission
across political and artistic fault lines?
JMK: The same aspects and same starting points
apply for me. Art, in our case, can combine and
generate and mobilize other aspects of resistance.
All I care about is resistance. I’m not doing art for
the sake of art. I don’t believe in art for the sake of
art. I think art can generate and motivate and
combine and create a universal, liberated discourse.
This is my concern about art. On the other side
there is the therapeutic level, and the therapeutic
level is not to heal. This is very important if you
can point it out—it’s not to heal anybody from his
violence. It’s to create an awareness they can use
in the right way. Not against themselves.
MMG: You served in the Israeli army but quit after
you were asked to stop your father’s Palestinian
relatives at a military checkpoint. How significant
was that event as a turning point in your political
and even artistic formation?
JMK: It was the straw that broke the camel’s back.
But I was boiling since I tried to disguise myself.
The outfit could not fit, you see? I could not fit the
outfit. And it blew up in my face that certain day
in the checkpoint, but I was boiling for years.
MMG: How long did you serve?
JMK: I served for one and a half years, but in a
very intensive special forces unit [the Paratroopers
Brigade]. I don’t regret it, I must be honest. First of
all, from the practical side, it saved my life many
times during this theatre-making and the film. I
know all aspects of the Israeli army, I speak
Hebrew, I know the language, I know how to deal
with them. It’s like combat training for life. And on
the other hand, I penetrated the deepest sources
of the Israeli propaganda, the smallest cells of
Israeli society, which is fertilized in the army. The
army in Israel is the essence of life, the army in
Israel is the discourse of life, the army in Israeli is
the foundation of the society. Once you penetrate
this and you understand the dynamics, you can
oppose and create and use it for yourself.
Reprinted from The Electronic Intifada.
Maryam Monalisa Gharavi has contributed
poetry and critical writing to various
publications. Her films have been screened
at Townhouse Gallery of Contemporary Art,
Harvard Film Archive, Pacific Film Archive
and elsewhere. She is a doctoral candidate
in Comparative Literature and Film and
Visual Studies at Harvard University. The
full interview can be found at www.
southissouth.wordpress.com
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By Felice Gelman

T

he U.S. Boat to Gaza, The Audacity of
Hope, will sail in June, bringing
international solidarity to Palestinians’
struggle for freedom in Gaza. The Freedom Flotilla,
although it may be separated from the people of
Gaza by a sea and by Israeli navy gunboats, is the
Tahrir Square of Gaza. The blockade of the Gaza
Strip compels international human rights activists
to bring a public nonviolent protest space to the
world’s largest prison. The Freedom Flotilla, sailing
in June, will bring hundreds of peace advocates
from around the world, including parliamentarians
and human rights activists, to confront Israel’s
4-year siege and blockade of Gaza. Representatives
of 40 media organizations will be on board as well.
The Audacity of Hope will carry approximately 50
passengers from all over the United States. The
boat will carry letters and expressions of solidarity
from Americans to the people of Gaza.
While the mainstream media has been breathlessly
following the “Arab Spring” and celebrating the
nonviolent protests of Tunisians, Egyptians,
Bahrainis and Syrians, there has been a thundering
silence about Gaza. Throughout 2010, there were
weekly nonviolent demonstrations at the border
protesting the siege. Hundreds of people risked their
lives by entering Israel’s unilaterally declared buffer
zone. Frequently, demonstrators were met by the
Israeli army firing live ammunition. Mainstream
western media coverage of an army firing live
ammunition at unarmed civilians? Pretty much zero.
When you ask people in Gaza what they want, they
don’t ask for food, clothing, or even medicine. They
say they want freedom and their dignity. These are
exactly the demands of the Tunisians, the
Egyptians, and the other civil society protesters of
the Arab Spring.
Although U.N. and European officials have repeatedly
said the siege and blockade of Gaza must end, the
West has accepted Israel’s imprisonment of 1.5 million
people in the Gaza Strip. Gaza has been isolated from
the solidarity actions of the outside world. There are
no Western journalists in Gaza. There are very few
international visitors to Gaza at all. There are no
academic or cultural exchanges. Advanced medical
care is not available. There is no freedom of
movement. With Israel controlling the borders and
the sea, there certainly is no self-determination. There
is no economy. Almost 80 percent of families in Gaza
depend on international aid to survive. The human
rights of Tunisians, Egyptians, Libyans, Bahrainis,
Yemenis to self-determination are celebrated. The
human rights of Palestinians in Gaza are not
acknowledged or, generally, even mentioned.
Meanwhile, civilians in Gaza are under military attack,
just as civilians in Libya, Bahrain, and Yemen have
faced military attacks.
If you read anything about Gaza in the mainstream
media, you read about Israeli airstrikes and drones
targeting armed militants firing rockets on Israel.

Freedom Flotilla
Sails to Gaza in June
Photo by Ellen Davidson
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The bombing raids and drones, Israel claims, are in
response to rocket attacks on Israel. Since the
beginning of 2011, 30 homemade rockets, 78
mortars, two higher-powered Grad-type missiles,
and several anti-tank shells have been fired at Israel
according to the Israeli Foreign Ministry causing 10
injuries, one severe. These have mostly been low
powered, homemade rockets. One could say that
when people are shooting at you, you generally don’t
stop to assess the caliber of the projectiles—you
shoot back. It sounds like a logical argument, one
the Israeli government is counting on to cover up the
gradual escalation of their siege on Gaza. But, in
fact, the rocket attacks are retaliation for Israeli
attacks, not the cause of the Israeli attacks.
Since January, Israeli bombing raids and drones have
killed 45 people in Gaza, 26 of them civilians,
including many children. Israel has invaded Gaza
more than 27 times with tanks and bulldozers. It has

fired on fishermen more than 30 times, in some cases
confiscating fishing boats and kidnapping fishermen.
These attacks, particularly those focused on
farmers, fishermen, and people collecting rubble
near the border have been incessant. It was not until
March 16, when Israel targeted a Hamas base, killing
two men and injuring a third, that there was any
escalation of rocket and mortar fire from fighters in
Gaza. Three times after that, ceasefire offers by
Hamas were followed by Israeli airstrikes.
This is alarmingly reminiscent of the events
preceding Israel’s massive Operation Cast Lead
attack on Gaza in December 2008 and January
2009. In November 2008, Israel ended a 4-month
ceasefire by invading Gaza and killing six Hamas
fighters. After that, a tit-for-tat escalation led to
the Cast Lead operation, killing more than 1,400
Gazans, mostly civilians, and leveling much of
Gaza’s infrastructure.

The Freedom Flotilla, sailing to Gaza in June, is a
powerful support to the nonviolent resistance of
civil society and a powerful opposition to the use
of Israeli military force against unarmed civilians
in Gaza. The flotilla—organized by campaigns in
the United States, Canada, Greece, Germany,
Ireland, Scotland, Belgium, Norway, Denmark,
Asia, Turkey, and elsewhere—will sail with a
bigger, stronger fleet near the one year anniversary
of Israel’s brutal attack on the Mavi Marmara.
Israel has responded by threatening again to use
deadly force to stop peaceful challengers of the
blockade. The Israeli government has threatened
to attack the flotilla with snipers and attack dogs.
Israeli diplomats are making the rounds of
Mediterranean countries, urging them not to
permit ships to sail from their harbors. Netanyahu
has gone as far as asking U.N. Secretary General
Ban Ki-Moon to stop the Freedom Flotilla. That’s
no more likely to happen than for the United
Nations to retract The Goldstone Report.
Felice Gelman is a member of the Wespac
Middle East Committee and Adalah-NY. She
is a board member of The Friends of the Jenin
Freedom Theatre. Felice visited the Gaza Strip
twice in 2009 after the Israeli attack Operation
Cast Lead. She helped organize the Gaza
Freedom March which brought 1,500 people
to Cairo in December 2010 in an effort to go
to Gaza. She is working now to help send a
U.S. Boat, The Audacity of Hope, to break the
siege of Gaza as part of this spring’s
international Freedom Flotilla.
To donate to the U.S. Boat to Gaza campaign,
go to www.ustogaza.org to donate via
Paypal. Send checks, made out to Stand for
Justice, to Stand for Justice, PO Box 373,
Bearsville, NY 12409.
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The Call Bob
Dylan Won’t Heed:
BDS, Bullies, and
Blowing Wind

be, “A while longer and don’t ask me to help.” He has become his
own rhetorical character: the man who turns his head, pretending
he just doesn’t see.
So, the questions remain. “How many ears must one man have, before
he can hear people cry? How many deaths will it take ‘til he knows that
too many people have died?” The answers are no longer simply blowing
in the wind, however. They are in discourse and education, flash mobs
and rallies, sit-ins and walk-outs. The answers are international law and
humanitarian justice. The answer is promoting basic morality and
common decency. The answer is raising public awareness. The answer
is opposing settler-colonialism, military aggression, collective
punishment, air strikes and assassinations, drone attacks and white
phosphorous, tear gas and torture, ethnic cleansing, diplomatic immunity,
war crime impunity, ethnocentrism and supremacism, racism and
discrimination, apartheid and occupation. The answer is BDS.

By Nima Shirazi

Y

ou may have seen the recent letter by the Israeli peace
and justice group “Boycott From Within” (BfW) asking Bob
Dylan to heed the Palestinian call for BDS and therefore
not perform in Israel. The letter follows reports of Dylan’s 2011
summer tour, during which he will perform at Ramat Gan Stadium
on June 20.
The BfW letter hits all the right notes and speaks truth. It asks
Dylan “not to perform in Israel until it respects Palestinian human
rights,” explaining that “a performance in Israel, today, is a vote of
support for its policies of oppression.” The letter speaks of ethnic
cleansing, land theft, martial law, air strikes, and massacres. It
beseeches the folk legend, who has “been part of a civil rights
movement,” to stand with the oppressed against the aggressor. BfW
writes that “BDS is a powerful and united civil initiative in the face
of a brutal military occupation and apartheid. It’s a nonviolent
alternative to a waning armed struggle and it has reaped many
successes and instilled much hope, in the past six years.”
A Ha’aretz article proudly notes that the Dylan concert will be held
“where Leonard Cohen and Elton John recently performed,” and is
being promoted by “Marcel Avraham, the promoter who organized
the Leonard Cohen and Elton John concerts—as well as the
upcoming Justin Bieber concert that will be held over Passover.”
So, will Bob Dylan—the man who wrote “Masters of War” and “The
Times They Are A-Changin’” in 1963—heed the call? Of course not.
Although Dylan would appear to be the perfect political ally, his
human and civil rights bona fides have faded over time—to the point
of nonexistence.
In 1971, Time Magazine reported that Dylan was “returning to is his
Jewishness” and “getting into this ethnic Jewish thing.” A friend of
his told the magazine, “He’s reading all kinds of books on Judaism,
books about the Jewish resistance like the Warsaw ghetto. He took
a trip to Israel last year that no one was supposed to know about
and even, it is rumored, gave a large donation to the Israeli
government.” The article continues:
Dylan denied giving money to Israel or to the fanatical Jewish
Defense League, but he confesses great admiration for that “Never
again” action group and its reckless leader Rabbi Meir Kahane. “He’s
a really sincere guy,” says Bob. “He’s really put it all together.”
Yes, you read that right. Bob Dylan said Meir Kahane, who favored
the forced expulsion of Palestinians from their homeland and whose
racist Kach party has since been banned from Israeli politics, is “a
really sincere guy” who’s “really put it all together.”
In 1983, twenty years after he sang, “you don’t count the dead” and
“you never ask questions, when God’s on your side,” Dylan penned
a song in response to the international outrage over the devastating
Israeli assault on Lebanon in 1982, which took the lives of nearly
18,000 Lebanese civilians and wounded about 30,000 others. The
song did not mention the Sabra and Shatila Massacre, in which
between 800 and 2,000 Palestinian and Lebanese civilians were

And, as Bob Dylan told us himself, the times they are a-changing’.
Sadly, this time around, however, it seems Dylan does need a
weatherman to know which way the wind’s blowing.
murdered. The Israeli Kahan Commission, published in February 1983,
found that Israel bore “indirect responsibility” and Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon “bears personal responsibility” for the massacre.
Rather, Dylan’s song, entitled “Neighborhood Bully” and featured on
his Infidels album (which incidentally also contains the songs “Man
of Peace” and “License to Kill”), is a bitter and indignant defense of
Israel’s actions, an exercise in Zionist mythology, eternal victimization,
and bogus “right to self-defense” hasbara (propaganda), that sounds
like it was written collectively by Alan Dershowitz, Abe Foxman,
Benjamin Netanyahu, Anthony Weiner, and Golda Meir.
Dylan sings of nameless (though obvious) “neighborhood bully,”
labeled such by “his enemies” who “say he’s on their land” and have
him “outnumbered about a million to one” with “no place to escape
to, no place to run.” And that’s just the first verse.
The hasbara escalates as the song continues. Dylan sings of exile
(“The neighborhood bully been driven out of every land”) and bigotry
(“He’s always on trial for just being born”), of lonely survival and
attempts at delegitization (“He’s criticized and condemned for being
alive”), of the Osirak bombing, of deserts blooming. The only way to
believe how thick the Zionist talking points are laid on is to listen to
the whole song, or read the complete lyrics (copied below).
Unfortunately for the BDS community and the courageous activists of
BfW, Bob Dylan will not be an ally in the fight for justice or international
law. He made his choice decades ago. It is Dylan who can apparently no
longer see “where the people are many and their hands are all empty,
where the pellets of poison are flooding their waters, where the home
in the valley meets the damp dirty prison, where the executioner’s face
is always well hidden, where hunger is ugly, where souls are forgotten,
where black is the color, where none is the number.”
And, although Dylan once claimed that he’d “tell it and think it and
speak it and breathe it, and reflect it from the mountain so all souls
can see it,” he has decided to stand with those who aggress and
oppress, with those who starve and deprive, with those who surround
and fly-over and bomb hospitals and deny, with those who steal land
and resources, with those who reinvent and erase history, with those
who criminalize memory and prioritize ethnicity and religion.
By ignoring the call to boycott and by performing in Israel this summer,
Dylan is solidifying his reputation as one who—when it counted
most—didn’t stand for morality and humanity. Dylan once asked,
“how many years can some people exist, before they’re allowed to
be free?” It seems that Dylan’s own answer to the Palestinians would

Neighborhood Bully (excerpted)
Well, the neighborhood bully, he’s just one man
His enemies say he’s on their land
They got him outnumbered about a million to one
He got no place to escape to, no place to run
He’s the neighborhood bully
The neighborhood bully just lives to survive
He’s criticized and condemned for being alive
He’s not supposed to fight back, he’s supposed to have thick skin
He’s supposed to lay down and die when his door is kicked in
He’s the neighborhood bully
The neighborhood bully been driven out of every land
He’s wandered the earth an exiled man
Seen his family scattered, his people hounded and torn
He’s always on trial for just being born
Well, he knocked out a lynch mob, he was criticized
Old women condemned him, said he should apologize.
Then he destroyed a bomb factory, nobody was glad
The bombs were meant for him. He was supposed to feel bad
Well, the chances are against it and the odds are slim
That he’ll live by the rules that the world makes for him
‘Cause there’s a noose at his neck and a gun at his back
And a license to kill him is given out to every maniac
He got no allies to really speak of
What he gets he must pay for, he don’t get it out of love
He buys obsolete weapons and he won’t be denied
But no one sends flesh and blood to fight by his side … .
Every empire that’s enslaved him is gone
Egypt and Rome, even the great Babylon
He’s made a garden of paradise in the desert sand
In bed with nobody, under no one’s command … .
What has he done to wear so many scars?
Does he change the course of rivers? Does he pollute the moon
and stars?
Neighborhood bully, standing on the hill
Running out the clock, time standing still
Neighborhood bully
Nima Shirazi is a writer and musician from New York City.
Contact him at: wideasleepinamerica@gmail.com.
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Letters
Hidden Costs of Empire
A person’s hidden costs are often the most
damaging type since important decisions are made
without taking them into account. This is certainly
true on a national level as well. Auto manufacturers
and oil producers are the source of many hidden
costs in terms of air pollution, environmental
destruction and global warming. These giant
corporations make billions by transferring hidden
costs to you and me.
The Defense Department is another hidden cost.
Of course, we need defense. But do we need to
spend close to 600 billion dollars on it per year,
more than the rest of the world combined? That
huge expenditure is only necessary if you look at
what the Defense Department actually does, and
that is to insure that U.S. corporate interests are
predominant in the developing world. When poorer
nations decide to charge more for their fruit, labor,
oil, etc., the CIA tries to overthrow their government.
If that doesn’t work, it is time for the U.S. military.
History will look at the long list of U.S.-backed
coups and invasions as what they are, the dirty
side of empire building. And U.S. corporations have
benefited hugely from this military dominance of
the rest of the world. But the hidden costs to you
and me are there as well. This country spends such
an enormous amount on its military that there isn’t
much left over for education, healthcare, daycare,
or nursing homes. Although free in other developed
countries, these basic needs are beyond reach for
millions of Americans.
Terrorism is the new hidden cost of empire building.
The United States controls an ever larger segment
of the world’s oil production, but in so doing has
incurred the hatred of millions of displaced and
impoverished peoples. It was only a matter of time
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before foreign groups were formed to strike back
at our civilian population. Like the gradual erosion
of our environment and the lack of funds for basic
human services, terrorism is a cost the American
public may not have chosen to pay had they been
better informed. American corporations have
everything to gain by keeping these costs secret
and out of the public debate.
Fred Nagel
Rhinebeck, NY
Hypocrisy and Role Reversing
In high school I read George Orwell’s 1984. In the
actual year 1984, I heard many highly (over)
educated idiots dispute Orwell’s sarcastically
labeled “prophecies.” Ronald Ray-gun was
president. He was called “the great communicator.”
So why did I always see him answer unscripted
questions about any-damn-thing with “Well … I,
uh … well … uh, we’ll … uh …” Or some variation
of that idiocy? The neutron bomb, which killed all
living organisms while leaving most inanimate
objects undamaged, had been called a “humane
bomb.” Later, Obama received a Nobel Peace prize
while basically saying war is peace. There’s many
more examples, but you can remember them
yourself.
I was also supposed to read Atlas Shrugged and
The Fountainhead by Ayn Rand. As I vaguely
remember (I actually recall it well, even though it
was the early seventies and I was often, um,
“mellowing out”), I read a couple pages of one of
them and then said, “Fuck this bullshit.” To this day,
I got one or both paperbacks somewhere around
here. I will force myself to read this crap eventually
just so I can specifically back up my opposition to
this self-loathing, sociopath-nazi Rand. Of course
I mean that in the nicest way.
Why do I bring up Rand? Hypocrisy and rolereversing, that’s why. Rand and I got a fundamental
conflict: she thinks ya gotta love yourself above all,
and that altruism is for moronic suckers. I never

much cared for myself, but I always strive to help
others... though I never claimed not to be a moron.
All who know me well, shaddup! I wasn’t asking
for confirmation.
What has Ayn Rand got to do with anything today?
Most Democrats and all Republicans in national
and most state offices today seem to be sickly
influenced by this wretched woman. Another
difference between me and her: she called the
workers on the line who actually produce things,
“leeches,” worthy of only contempt by the rich
owners and stockholders. I say the corporate elite
are the leeches sucking all the profits off of the
sweat of We The People who do the work, fight
the wars, and WORK for a meager living.... or die
for their enrichment.
Am I alone in finding it ironic that rich selfproclaimed anti-science creationism believers also
believe in social/financial Darwinism? Look at a
rich scumbag like Dick Cheney. How long would
this bum last if he had to actually work for the Judas
pieces of silver he’s got? George W. Bush made me
queasy every time he said, “We’re working hard”
and “It’s hard work.” That AWOL alcoholic spoiled
brat never raised a callous, let alone a blister. He
knows NOTHING about hard work, dammit!
In nature, vultures are an integral part of the
ecology. In human business, those who say
teachers, fire fighters, sanitation workers, even us
cops are overpaid “leeches” need to look in the
mirror. These low-paid and abused government
workers gotta give up hard-earned benefits
because other workers get less? NO! Other workers
should get more. THAT’S the correct response, and
how the argument should be framed.
U.S. Rep. Paul Ryan has a budget plan to reduce
the national debt that actually increases it.
President Obama has a plan to reduce it that
doesn’t reduce it at all. We’re gonna see some
agreement reached in between this way, way out,

right-wing proposal and this other, also right-wing
pr op os al. Me anw hile, t he P r o gr es sive
Congressional Caucus put out a proposal that
actually reduces the debt, and of course it’s being
ignored.
We ALL know Medicare spends over 97 percent
on patient care, way more efficient than any forprofit private insurance. It’s what’s called a “fact.”
Most of us know reducing taxes on the richest (the
real leeches) has NEVER created jobs—fuck you,
Milton Friedman. We all know the assholes on Wall
Street created every financial crisis and have
almost never been held accountable. Many of us
know damn well wars have been created and used
by these sociopaths to enrich themselves at the
rest of our expense.
Yet we once again see the rich being rewarded
with more wealth derived from workers who are
again being vilified and shafted. I hear anywhere
from 700 to 1,200; just how many military bases
do we have globally? 8 years in Iraq, a decade later
in Afghanistan, and now in Libya—I still can’t get
an answer to a simple question: What is the actual
mission? Am I way off to say the answer is, endless
warfare is, in and of itself, big money for a small
wealthy few at the expense of all the rest of us,
and the planet itself?
I struggle as a member of Veterans For Peace to
embrace nonviolence. Am I the only one who wants
to kick the shit outta some sick rich Ayn Randworshiping sissy-bully cowards? I apologize for
asking so many questions here. I really just have
2. What are we gonna do about this? and when?
Stay strong and keep smiling.
Lobo
Chicago
Letters to the editor should be sent to:
tarak@WoodstockInternational.us.
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Shock Troops Prevent Vets from
Laying Flowers at War Memorial

Zack Choate served as a scout with the Army’s 10th Mountain
Division in southern Baghdad. He received a Purple Heart after being
wounded by a roadside bomb in October 2006. He was riding in his
vehicle on a combat patrol when a roadside bomb detonated, ejecting
him from the gunner’s turret. After returning to the United States for
treatment, he was awarded the Purple Heart. He was also diagnosed
with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Out of a sense of guilt
and other institutional pressures, he returned for a second tour.

Right to Peaceably Assemble to Redress Grievances Undermined
by Quantico Marine Command that Violates Soldier’s Oath
By Kevin Zeese
“I do solemnly swear that I will support and defend the Constitution
of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that
I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same.”—Soldier’s Oath

O

n March 20, Americans, in a veteran-led assembly,
gathered to support PFC Bradley Manning, who is
accused of leaking documents to WikiLeaks and who
has been held in solitary confinement at the Quantico Marine Base
in Virginia for seven months. We worked successfully with the Prince
William County Police for a safe and peaceful event, but one aspect
of the event was in dispute—a veteran-led flower laying ceremony.

to make this work appropriately, and may be contacted for this purpose
at any time, day or night, in furtherance of that goal.” We received no
response from the Marine Command. The one time I called the Marines,
I was told the monument is open every day of the year but would be
closed because of our presence.
On the morning of the assembly, the Prince William police offered a
compromise: We could send five people to the monument to lay
flowers on the memorial. While some among the Bradley Manning
supporters were unhappy with this compromise, we decided to
accept it in order to have a peaceful event that allowed us to show
our respect for those who have died in war. In the end, the police
allowed six people to approach the monument with flowers.

The Iwo Jima Memorial, also known as the U.S. Marine Corps War
Memorial, is dedicated to all personnel of the Marines who have
died defending the United States since 1775. The saying “Uncommon
Valor Was a Common Virtue” is on the memorial, referring to the
strength of mind and spirit shown by Marines who encountered
danger with firmness in World War II. Bradley Manning, if he is guilty
of what he is accused, has shown uncommon valor by sharing
documents that show crimes and other misdeeds by the U.S. military
and State Department. The inhumane treatment he is receiving is
proof of the courage he has shown .
I wrote two memoranda to Colonel Daniel J. Choike, the Quantico Base
Commander prior to March 20. In them I explained our intent and the
constitutional rights we were exercising and offered to find a way to
exercise our rights safely. I concluded both memos saying, “We ask you
to please work with us in good faith and dignity to make this event work
as it should under the Constitution, statutes, and laws we all honor and
respect. I stand ready and willing to work with you or your representatives,
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It seemed like something that should not have been controversial—a
ceremony to remember the war dead at a replica of the Iwo Jima
Monument. The monument is open to the public every day of the
year, but the Marines insisted on closing it to prevent a flower-laying
ceremony by veterans. We wanted to remember the war dead and
emphasize that transparency saves lives as deception has been the
basis of so many wars.

Daniel Ellsberg faces off with Virginia state troopers
Among the six were two who had been awarded the Purple Heart, one
from World War II and the other from Iraq. Jay Wenk, an army veteran,
received the Purple Heart when he was a member of the 90th Infantry
Division, part of Patton’s 3rd Army in Germany. His company got into a
firefight in a heavily wooded area, a grenade fragment clipped his right
shin, and the medic cleaned and bandaged it. The next morning, after
sleeping outside, Wenk was in great pain; he’d contracted pneumonia
and pleurisy. He was sent to a hospital west of the Rhine and rejoined
his detail three weeks later. Most of his comrades had been killed while
he was away when they were caught in the open by two German planes.

Others in the flower-laying group included Retired Col. Ann Wright, who
had a 29-year career in the U.S. military and also served 16 years in the
Foreign Service. She was deputy chief of mission at the U.S. Embassies
in Sierra Leone, Micronesia, and Afghanistan and resigned in 2003 when
the Iraq War began. There was also retired Marine Capt. David C.
MacMichael, the former commander of Headquarters Company at
Marine Corps Base Quantico, in Virginia, a counter-insurgency expert in
Southeast Asia for four years who went to the CIA after his military
career. Daniel Ellsberg left Harvard in 1954 to join the Marines and
graduated first in a class of almost 1,100 lieutenants at the Marine School
in Quantico. He served as a platoon leader and company commander in
the Marine 2nd Infantry Division. In 1959 he began work at RAND, a
private military think tank. He served in the Pentagon and reported the
Gulf of Tonkin incident to Secretary Robert McNamara. He then served
two years in Vietnam as a civilian working for General Lansdale. Ellsberg
is most known for leaking the Pentagon Papers, which undermined the
rationale for the Vietnam War. The final member of the group was Elaine
Brower, the mother of a Marine recently returned from his third
deployment, one in Afghanistan and two in Iraq. She is an activist against
the war with the National Steering Committee of World Can’t Wait and
a member of Military Families Speak Out.
As the delegation approached the monument, they were told to stop at
a police barrier 20 feet from the memorial. The memorial was too far
away to even throw the flowers on to it. The delegation was disappointed.
Jay Wenk told me, “When we came up to the barriers and were told to
put our flowers on the ground, that we could go no further because ‘that’s
federal land,’ I felt shocked, angry and despairing of what our government
is.” Zach Choate said he “was furious and hurt.” Ann Wright decided to
sit down on the road in protest. Daniel Ellsberg joined her. Then people
came out from behind the police barricade and into the streets.
Police showed how much force they were willing to use to prevent vets
from laying flowers on a war memorial. Riot police started to march down
the hill. Dressed like Imperial Guards in Star Wars, 30 of them stood
shoulder-to-shoulder covering the width of a four-lane road carrying large
shields, wearing black helmets with plastic over their faces; in most cases
continued on page 13 …

